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Thermodynamics: 

Thermodynamics can be defined as the science of energy. Although everybody has a feeling 

of what energy is, it is difficult to give a precise definition for it. Energy can be viewed as the 

ability to cause changes. 

The name thermodynamics stems from the Greek words ‘therme’ (heat) and ‘dynamis’ 

(power). 

One of the most fundamental laws of nature is the conservation of energy principle. It states 

that during an interaction, energy can change from one form to another but the total amount 

of energy remains constant. That is, energy cannot be created or destroyed. 

The first law of thermodynamics is simply an expression of the conservation of energy 

principle, and it asserts that energy is a thermodynamic property. The second law of 

thermodynamics asserts that energy has quality as well as quantity, and actual processes 

occur in the direction of decreasing quality of energy. For example, a cup of hot coffee left on 

a table eventually cools, but a cup of cool coffee in the same room never gets hot by itself.  

 

Thermodynamic System: 

A system is defined as a quantity of matter or a region in space chosen forstudy. The mass or 

region outside the system is called the surroundings.The real or imaginary surface that 

separates the system from its surroundingsis called the boundary. 

Theboundary of a system can be fixed or movable. Note that the boundary is thecontact 

surface shared by both the system and the surroundings. Mathematically speaking, the 

boundary has zero thickness, and thus it can neither contain any mass nor occupy any volume 

in space. 

 
Fig. System, surrounding and boundary 

Classification of Systems: 

Systems may be considered to be closed or open, depending on whether afixed mass or a 

fixed volume in space is chosen for study.  

A closed system(also known as a control mass) consists of a fixed amount of mass, and 

nomass can cross its boundary. That is, no mass can enter or leave a closedsystem. But 

energy, in the form of heat or work, cancross the boundary. 

 
Fig.: Mass cannotcross the boundary of a closedsystem but energy can. 



 If, as a special case, even energy is not allowed to cross the boundary,that system is called an 

isolated system.No work is done in an isolated system. 

An open system, or a control volume, as it is often called, is a properlyselected region in 

space. It usually encloses a device that involvesmass flow such as a compressor, turbine, or 

nozzle. Flow through thesedevices is best studied by selecting the region within the device as 

thecontrol volume. Both mass and energy can cross the boundary of a control volume. 

The boundaries of a control volume are called a control surface, and they can be real or 

imaginary. In the case of a nozzle, the inner surface of the nozzle forms the real part of the 

boundary, and the entrance and exit areas form the imaginary part, since there are no physical 

surfaces there. A control volume can be fixed in size and shape, as in the case of a nozzle, or 

it may involve a moving boundary. A control volume can also involve heat and 

workinteractions just as a closed system, in addition to mass interaction. 

 
Fig.: A control volume can involve fixed, moving, real, and imaginary boundaries. 

Properties of a System: 

Any characteristic of a system is called a property. Some familiar propertiesare pressure P, 

temperature T, volume V, and mass m.  

Properties are considered to be either intensive or extensive. 

Intensiveproperties are those that are independent of the mass of a system, such 

astemperature, pressure, and density. 

Extensive properties are those whosevalues depend on the size or extent of the system. Total 

mass, total volumeand total momentum are some examples of extensive properties. Extensive 

properties per unit mass are called specific properties. Someexamples of specific properties 

are specific volume (v =V/m) and specific energy (e =E/m). 

 
Fig.: Criterion to differentiate intensive andextensive properties. 



State and Equilibrium:  

Consider a system not undergoing any change. At this point, all the propertiescan be 

measured or calculated throughout the entire system, whichgives us a set of properties that 

completely describes the condition, or thestate, of the system. At a given state, all the 

properties of a system havefixed values. If the value of even one property changes, the state 

will changeto a different one.  

 
Fig.: A system at two different states. 

Thermodynamics deals with equilibrium states. The word equilibrium implies a state of 

balance. In an equilibrium state there are no unbalancedpotentials (or driving forces) within 

the system.  

There are many types of equilibrium, and a system is not in thermodynamicequilibrium 

unless the conditions of all the relevant types of equilibriumare satisfied.  

A system is in thermal equilibrium if thetemperature is the same throughout the entire 

system. Mechanical equilibrium is related to pressure,and a system is in mechanical 

equilibrium if there is no change in pressureat any point of the system with time. If a system 

involves two phases, it is in phaseequilibrium when the mass of each phase reaches an 

equilibrium level andstays there. Finally, a system is in chemical equilibrium if its 

chemicalcomposition does not change with time, that is, no chemical reactions occur.A 

system will not be in equilibrium unless all the relevant equilibrium criteria are satisfied. 

The State Postulate: 

As noted earlier, the state of a system is described by its properties. But we know from 

experience that we do not need to specify all the properties in order to fix a state. Once a 

sufficient number of properties are specified, the rest of the properties assume certain values 

automatically. That is, specifying a certain number of properties is sufficient to fix a state. 

The number of properties required to fix the state of a system is given by the state postulate:  

The state of a simple compressible system is completely specified by two independent, 

intensive properties. 

The state postulate requires that the two properties specified be independent to fix the state. 

Two properties are independent if one property can be varied while the other one is held 

constant. Temperature and specific volume, for example, are always independent properties, 

and together they can fix the state of a simple compressible system. 



 
Fig.: The state of nitrogen is fixed by two independent, intensive properties. 

Thermodynamic Processes: 

Any change that a system undergoes from one equilibrium state to another is called a 

process, and the series of states through which a system passes during a process is called the 

path of the process. 

 
Fig.: A process between states 1 and 2 and the process path. 

To describe a process completely, one should specify the initial and final states of the 

process, as well as the path it follows, and the interactions with the surroundings. When a 

process proceeds in such a manner that the system remains infinitesimally close to an 

equilibrium state at all times, it is called a quasistatic, or quasi-equilibrium, process. A 

quasi-equilibrium process can be viewed as a sufficiently slow process that allows the system 

to adjust itself internally so that properties in one part of the system do not change any faster 

than those at other parts.  

When a gas in a piston-cylinder device is compressed suddenly, the molecules near the face 

of the piston will not have enough time to escape and they will have to pile up in a small 

region in front of the piston, thus creating a high-pressure region there. Because of this 

pressure difference, the system can no longer be said to be in equilibrium, and this makes the 

entire process non-quasi-equilibrium. However, if the piston is moved slowly, the 

molecules will have sufficient time to redistribute and there will not be a molecule pileup in 

front of the piston. As a result, the pressure inside the cylinder will always be nearly uniform 

and will rise at the same rate at all locations. Since equilibrium is maintained at all times, this 

is a quasi-equilibrium process. It should be pointed out that a quasi-equilibrium process 

is an idealized process and is not a true representation of an actual process.  



 
Fig.: Quasi-equilibrium and non-quasi-equilibrium compression processes. 

But many actual processes closely approximate it, and they can be modelled as quasi-

equilibrium with negligible error. Engineers are interested in quasi-equilibrium processes for 

two reasons. First, they are easy to analyze; second, work-producing devices deliver the 

most work when they operate on quasi-equilibrium processes. Therefore, quasi-equilibrium 

processes serve as standards to which actual processes can be compared. 

An isothermal process is a process during which the temperature T remains constant. 

An isobaricprocess is a process during which the pressure P remains constant.  

An isochoric (or isometric)process is a process during which the specific volume vremains 

constant. A system is said to have undergone a cycle if it returns to its initial state at the end 

of the process. That is, for a cycle the initial and final states are identical. 

A system is said to have undergone a cycle if it returns to its initial state at the end of the 

process. That is, for a cycle the initial and final states are identical. 

The Steady-Flow Process: 

The term steady implies no change with time. The opposite of steady is unsteady, or 

transient. The term uniform, however, implies no change with location over a specified 

region. Steady-flow process can be defined as a process during which a fluid flows through a 

control volumesteadily. 

 
Fig.: During a steady flow process, fluid properties within the control volume may change 

with position but not with time. 

Steady-flow conditions can be closely approximated by devices that are intended for 

continuous operation such as turbines, pumps, boilers, condensers, and heat exchangers or 

power plants or refrigeration systems. Some cyclic devices, such as reciprocating engines or 

compressors, do not satisfy any of the conditions stated above since the flow at the inlets and 

the exits will be pulsating and not steady.  

Reversible and Irreversible Processes: 

A reversible process is defined as a process that can be reversed without leaving any trace on 

the surroundings. That is, both the system and the surroundings are returned to their initial 

states at the end of the reverse process. This is possible only if the net heat and net work 



exchange between the system and the surroundings is zero for the combined (original and 

reverse) process. Processes that are not reversible are called irreversible processes. 

Irreversibilities: 

Irreversibilities include friction, unrestrained expansion, mixing of two fluids, heat transfer 

across a finite temperature difference, electric resistance, inelasticdeformation of solids, and 

chemical reactions. The presence of any of these effects renders a process irreversible.  

Internally and Externally Reversible Processes: 

A process is called internally reversible if no irreversibilities occur within the boundaries of 

the system during the process. The quasi-equilibrium process is an example of an internally 

reversible process. 

Consider a can of cold soda left in a warm room. Heat is transferred from the warmer room 

air to the cooler soda. The only way this process can be reversed and the soda restored to its 

original temperature is to provide refrigeration, which requires some work input. At the end 

of the reverse process, the soda will be restored to its initial state, but the surroundings will 

not be. So this is an internally reversible process if the can is considered as the system.  

A process is called externally reversible if no irreversibilities occur outside the system 

boundaries during the process. Heat transfer between a reservoir and a system is an externally 

reversible process if the outer surface of the system is at the temperature of the reservoir. 

A process is called totally reversible, or simply reversible, if it involves no irreversibilities 

within the system or its surroundings. Atotally reversible process involves no heat transfer 

through a finite temperature difference, no non-quasi-equilibrium changes, and no friction or 

other dissipative effects. 

 

The Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics: 

The zeroth law of thermodynamics states that if two bodies are in thermal equilibrium with a 

third body, they are also in thermal equilibrium with each other.  

It may seem silly that such an obvious fact is called one of the basic laws of thermodynamics. 

However, it cannot be concluded from the other laws of thermodynamics, and it serves as a 

basis for the validity of temperature measurement. By replacing the third body with a 

thermometer, the zeroth law can be restated as two bodies are in thermal equilibrium if both 

have the same temperature reading even if they are not in contact. The zeroth law was first 

formulated and labelled by R. H. Fowler in 1931. As the name suggests, its value as a 

fundamental physical principle was recognized more than half a century after the formulation 

of the first and the second laws of thermodynamics. It was named the zeroth law since it 

should have preceded the first and the second laws of thermodynamics. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Forms of Energy of a System: 

Energy can exist in numerous forms such as thermal, mechanical, kinetic, potential, electric, 

magnetic, chemical, and nuclear, and their sum constitutes the total energy (E) of a system.  

The total energy of a system can be divided in two groups: macroscopic and microscopic. 

The macroscopic forms of energy are those a system possesses as a whole with respect to 

some outside reference frame, such as kinetic and potential energies. The microscopic forms 

of energy are those related to the molecular structure of a system and the degree of the 

molecular activity, and they are independent of outside reference frames. The sum of all the 

microscopic forms of energy is called the internal energy of a system and is denoted by U. 

����� ���	
� =  = � + � + � = � + � ��
2 + �
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For stationary systems, the changes in kinetic and potential energies are zero. Therefore the 

total energy change is equal to change in internal energy. Most closed systems remain 

stationary during a process and thus experience no change in their kinetic and potential 

energies. Closed systems whose velocity and elevation of the center of gravity remain 

constant during a process are frequently referred to as stationary systems. 

Problem 1: Wind speed is 8.5 m/sec. wind energy per unit mass =? 

Answer:  

Wind energy per unit mass = 12 &� = 36.125 +/-
 

Some Physical Insight to Internal Energy: 

Internal energy is defined as the sum of all the microscopic forms of energy of a system. It is 

related to the molecular structure and the degree of molecular activity and can be viewed as 

the sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the molecules. 

To have a better understanding of internal energy, let us examine a system at the molecular 

level. The molecules of a gas move through space with some velocity, and thus possess some 

kinetic energy. This is known as the translational energy. The atoms of polyatomic molecules 

rotate about an axis, and the energy associated with this rotation is the rotational kinetic 

energy. The atoms of a polyatomic molecule may also vibrate about their common center of 

mass, and the energy associated with this back-and-forth motion is the vibrational kinetic 

energy. For gases, the kinetic energy is mostly due to translational and rotational motions, 

with vibrational motion becoming significant at higher temperatures. The electrons in an 

atom rotate about the nucleus, and thus possess rotational kinetic energy. Electrons at outer 

orbits have larger kinetic energies. Electrons also spin about their axes, and the energy 

associated with this motion is the spin energy. Other particles in the nucleus of an atom also 

possess spin energy. The portion of the internal energy of a system associated with the kinetic 

energies of the molecules is called the sensible energy. The average velocity and the degree 

of activity of the molecules are proportional to the temperature of the gas. Therefore, at 

higher temperatures, the molecules possess higher kinetic energies, and as a result the system 

has a higher internal energy. 



 
If sufficient energy is added to the molecules of a solid or liquid, the molecules overcome 

these molecular forces and break away, turning the substance into a gas. This is a phase-

change process. Because of this added energy, a system in the gas phase is at a higher internal 

energy level than it is in the solid or the liquid phase. The internal energy associated with the 

phase of a system is called the latent energy. 

The internal energy associated with the atomic bonds in a molecule is called chemical energy. 

The tremendous amount of energy associated with the strong bonds within the nucleus of the 

atom itself is called nuclear energy. We need not be concerned with nuclear energy in 

thermodynamics unless, of course, we deal with fusion or fission reactions. 

Mechanical Energy: 

The mechanical energy can be defined as the form of energy that can be converted to 

mechanical work completely and directly by an ideal mechanical device such as an ideal 

turbine. Kinetic and potential energies are the familiar forms of mechanical energy. Thermal 

energy is not mechanical energy, however, since it cannot be converted to work directly and 

completely. 

Therefore, the mechanical energy of a flowing fluid can be expressed on a unit mass basis as: 

�./01 = �2 + ��
2 + 
� 

=flow energy + kinetic energy + potential energy 

Then the mechanical energy change of a fluid during incompressible (2 = 4��5����) flow 

becomes 

∆�./01 = �� − �92 + ��� − �9�2 + 
(:� − :9) 

In the absence of any losses, the mechanical energy change represents the mechanical work 

supplied to the fluid (∆�./01 > 0) or extracted from the fluid (∆�./01 < 0). 

Mechanisms of Energy Transfer to or from a system, Ein and Eout: 

Energy can be transferred to or from a system in three forms: heat, work and mass flow.  

Heat Transfer: Heat is defined as the form of energy that is transferred between two systems 

(or a system and its surroundings) by virtue of a temperature difference. Heat transfer to a 

system (heat gain) increases the energy of the molecules and thus the internal energy of the 

system and heat transfer from a system (heat loss) decreases it.  

Heat is energy in transition. It is recognized only as it crosses the boundary of a system. 

Consider the hot baked potato,the potato contains energy, but this energy is heat transfer only 

as it passes through the skin of the potato (the system boundary) to reach the air, as shown in 

Fig. Once in the surroundings, the transferred heat becomes part of the internal energy of the 

surroundings. Thus, in thermodynamics, the term heat simply means heat transfer. 



 

Fig.: Energy is recognized as heat transfer only as it crosses the system boundary 

A process during which there is no heat transfer is called an adiabatic process. There are two 

ways a process can be adiabatic: Either the system is well insulated so that only a negligible 

amount of heat can pass through the boundary or both the system and the surroundings are at 

the same temperature and therefore there is no driving force (temperature difference) for heat 

transfer. An adiabatic process should not be confused with an isothermal process. Even 

though there is no heat transfer during an adiabatic process, the energy content and thus the 

temperature of a system can still be changed by other means such as work. 

 

Fig.: During an adiabatic process, a system exchanges no heat with its surroundings 

Work Transfer: If the energy crossing the boundary of a closed system is not heat, it must 

be work.  

The generally accepted formal sign convention for heat and work interactions is as follows: 

heat transfer to a system and work done by a system are positive; heat transfer from a system 

and work done on a system are negative.  

Mass Flow: When mass enters a system, the energy of the system increases because mass 

carries energy with it. Likewise, when some mass leaves the system, the energy contained 

within the system decreases because the leaving mass takes out some energy with it. For 

example, when some hot water is taken out of a water heater and is replaced by the same 

amount of cold water, the energy content of the hot-water tank (the control volume) decreases 

as a result of this mass interaction.  



 
Fig.: The energy content of a control volume can be changed by mass flow as well as heat 

and work interactions 

More on Heat and work Transfer: 

Heat is easy to recognize: Its driving force is a temperature difference between the system 

and its surroundings. Then we can simply say that an energy interaction that is not caused by 

a temperature difference between a system and its surroundings is work.  

Heat and work are energy transfer mechanisms between a system and its surroundings, and 

there are many similarities between them: 

a) Both are recognized at the boundaries of a system as they cross the boundaries. That 

is, both heat and work are boundary phenomena. 

b) Systems possess energy, but not heat or work. 

c) Both are associated with a process, not a state. Unlike properties, heat or work has no 

meaning at a state. 

d) Both are path functions (i.e., their magnitudes depend on the path followed during a 

process as well as the end states). 

Path functions have inexact differentials designated by the symbol > . Therefore, a 

differential amount of heat or work is represented by >?or >@, respectively, instead of dQ or 

dW. Properties, however, are point functions (i.e., they depend on the state only, and not on 

how a system reaches that state), and they have exact differentials designated by the symbol 

d. A small change in volume, for example, is represented by dV, and the total volume change 

during a process between states 1 and 2 is 

A B� = �� − �9 = ∆��

9
 

 
Fig.: Properties are point functions; but heat and work are path functions (their magnitudes 

depend on the path followed) 



The total work done during process 1–2, however, is 

A >@�
9 = @9�  (C�� ∆@) 

That is, the total work is obtained by following the process path and adding the differential 

amounts of work (>@) done along the way. The integral of >@ is not @� − @9 (i.e., the 

work at state 2 minus work at state 1), which is meaningless since work is not a property and 

systems do not possess work at a state. 

Problem 1:  

 

A candle is burning in a well-insulated room. Taking the 

room (the air plus the candle) as the system, determine (a) if 

there is any heat transfer during this burning process and 

(b) if there is any change in the internal energy of the 

system. 

Answer:  (a) Heat is recognized as it crosses the boundaries. 

Since the room is well insulated, we have an adiabatic system 

and no heat will pass through the boundaries. Therefore, Q=0 

for this process. 

(b) The internal energy involves energies that exist in various forms (sensible, latent, 

chemical and nuclear). During the process just described, part of the chemical energy is 

converted to sensible energy. Since there is no increase or decrease in the total internal 

energy change of the system =0.  

Problem 2:  

 

A potato initially at room temperature (25°C) is being 

baked in an oven that is maintained at 200°C, as 

shown in Fig. Is there any heat transfer during this 

baking process? 

Answer: This is not a well-defined problem since the 

system is not specified. Let us assume that we are 

observing the potato, which will be our system. Then the 

skin of the potato can be viewed as the system boundary. 

Part of the energy in the oven will pass through the skin 

to the potato. Since the driving force for this energy 

transfer is a temperature difference, this is a heat transfer process. 

Problem 3:  

 

A well-insulated electric oven is being heated through its 

heating element. If the entire oven, including the heating 

element, is taken to be the system, determine whether this 

is a heat or work interaction. 

Answer: For this problem, the interior surfaces of the oven 

form the system boundary, as shown in Fig. The energy 



content of the oven obviously increases during this process, as evidenced by a rise in 

temperature. This energy transfer to the oven is not caused by a temperature difference 

between the oven and the surrounding air. Instead, it is caused by electrons crossing the 

system boundary and thus doing work. Therefore, this is a work interaction. 

Problem 4: A well-insulated electric oven is being heated 

through its heating element. If the system is taken as only 

the air in the oven without the heating element, determine 

whether this is a heat or work interaction. 

Answer: The system boundary will include the outer surface of 

the heating element and will not cut through it, as shown in Fig. 

Therefore, no electrons will be crossing the system boundary at 

any point. Instead, the energy generated in the interior of the 

heating element will be transferred to the air around it as a result 

of the temperature difference between the heating element and the air in the oven. Therefore, 

this is a heat transfer process. 

Discussion: For both cases, the amount of energy transfer to the air is the same. These two 

examples show that an energy transfer can be heat or work, depending on how the system is 

selected. 

THE FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS: 

The first law of thermodynamics is also known as the conservation of energy principle. The 

first law of thermodynamics states that energy can be neither created nor destroyed during a 

process; it can only change forms. 

 

So the first law of thermodynamics can be stated as follows for a process: 

If Q is the amount of heat transferred to the system and W is the amount of work transferred 

from the system during the process, the net energy transfer (Q-W) will be stored into the 

system. The energy stored into the system is neither heat nor work it is known as the internal 

energy of the system. ∴ Q − W = ∆E     Or, Q = W +  ∆E 

 

For an isolated system, there is no interaction of the system with the surrounding.  

For an isolated system dQ=0 

  dW=0 

  hence, dE=0 or, E=constant 

The energy of an isolated system is always constant. 

Example 1: 

First, we consider some processes that involve heat transfer but no work interactions. The 

potato baked in the oven is a good example. As a result of heat transfer to the potato, the 

energy of the potato will increase. If we disregard any mass transfer (moisture loss from the 

potato), the increase in the total energy of the potato becomes equal to the amount of heat 

transfer. That is, if 5 kJ of heat is transferred to the potato, the energy increase of the potato 

will also be 5 kJ. 



 
Fig.: The increase in the energy of a potato in an oven is equal to the amount of heat 

transferred to it 

Example 2: 

Consider the heating of water in a pan on top of a range. If 15 kJ of heat is transferred to the 

water from the heating element and 3 kJ of it is lost from the water to the surrounding air, the 

increase in energy of the water will be equal to the net heat transfer to water, which is 12 kJ. 

 
Fig.: In the absence of any work interactions, the energy change of a system is equal to the 

net heat transfer 

Example 3: 

Now consider a well-insulated (i.e., adiabatic) room heated by an electric heater as our 

system (Fig.). As a result of electrical work done, the energy of the system will increase. 

Since the system is adiabatic and cannot have any heat transfer to or from the surroundings 

(Q=0), the conservation of energy principle dictates that the electrical work done on the 

system must equal the increase in energy of the system. 

 
Fig.: The work (electrical) done on an adiabatic system is equal to the increase in the energy 

of the system 

Example 4: 

Next, let us replace the electric heater with a paddle wheel (Fig.). As a result of the stirring 

process, the energy of the system will increase. Again, since there is no heat interaction 

between the system and its surroundings (Q=0), the shaft work done on the system must 

show up as an increase in the energy of the system. 



 
Fig.: The work (shaft) done on an adiabatic system is equal to the increase in the energy of 

the system 

Example 5: 

Many of you have probably noticed that the temperature of air rises when it is compressed 

(Fig.). This is because energy is transferred to the air in the form of boundary work. In the 

absence of any heat transfer (Q=0), the entire boundary work will be stored in the air as part 

of its total energy. The conservation of energy principle again requires that the increase in the 

energy of the system be equal to the boundary work done on the system. 

 
Fig.: The work (boundary) done on an adiabatic system is equal to the increase in the energy 

of the system. 

Example 6:  

We can extend these discussions to systems that involve various heat and work interactions 

simultaneously. For example, if a system gains 12 kJ of heat during a process while 6 kJ of 

work is done on it, the increase in the energy of the system during that process is 18 kJ (Fig.). 

That is, the change in the energy of a system during a process is simply equal to the net 

energy transfer to (or from) the system. 

 



Fig.: The energy change of a system during a process is equal to the net work and heat 

transfer between the system and its surroundings 

Energy Balance: 

The net change (increase or decrease) in the total energy of the system during a process is 

equal to the difference between the total energy entering and the total energy leaving the 

system during that process.  (����� ���	
� ���	I�
 �ℎ� 5�5���) − (����� ���	
� ���&I�
 �ℎ� 5�5���)= (Kℎ��
� I� ����� ���	
� �L �ℎ� 5�5���) �	, MN − OPQ = ∆RSRQ/. 

The change in the total energy of a system during a process is the sum of the changes in its 

internal, kinetic, and potential energies and can be expressed as: ∆ = ∆� + ∆� + ∆� 

Noting that energy can be transferred in the forms of heat, work and mass, and that the net 

transfer of a quantity is equal to the difference between the amounts transferred in and out, 

the energy balance can be written more explicitly as: MN − OPQ = (?MN − ?OPQ) + (@MN − @OPQ) + (.TRR MN − .TRR OPQ) = ∆RSRQ/. 

Case 1: For stationary systems, the changes in kinetic and potential energies are zero. 

Therefore the total energy change is equal to change in internal energy. 

Case 2: For a closed system undergoing a cycle, the initial and final states are identical, and 

thus ∆RSRQ/. = � − 9 = 0. Noting that a closed system does not involve any mass flow 

across its boundaries, the energy balance for a cycle can be expressed in terms of heat and 

work interactions as: @N/Q OPQ = ?N/Q MN 

That is, the net work output during a cycle is equal to net heat input.  

 
Fig.: Energy balance for a cyclic process 

So the first law of thermodynamics for a closed system undergoing a cycle can be stated 

as: 

When a closed system (control mass) undergoes a cycle, the cyclic integral of heat is always 

proportional to the cyclic integral of work.  

 

Prove that internal energy is a property: 

Let us assume that we have one system which is undergoing a change of state from initial 

state 1 to another state 2 via following the path A as shown in following figure. System is 

returning to initial state i.e. state 1 from state 2 via following the path B. Here, we can say 

that system is undergoing in a cycle 1-2-1 as shown in figure. 



 
Let us recall the “first law of thermodynamics for a system undergoing a change of state” and 

apply for path A, where system is changing its state from state 1 to state 2. We will have 

following equation 

QA- WA= ∆EA 

Similarly, we will have following equation when system is changing its state from state 2 to 

state 1 via following the path B. 

QB- WB= ∆EB 

We have already seen that system is undergoing in a cycle 1-2-1 as displayed in above figure. 

Hence, we will use the concept of “first law of thermodynamics for a system undergoing a 

cycle”. Let us see the equation for system which constitutes a cycle 1-2-1 and we will have 

following equation. 

 
WA+WB= QA+QB 

WB- QB= QA- WA 

- (QB- WB) = QA- WA 

- (∆EB) = ∆EA 

Let us assume that system is returning to initial state 1 from state 2 via following the path C, in 

that case we will go ahead similarly as we have gone above and finally we will have following 

equation 

- (∆EC) = ∆EA 

Now if we will look the end result for first case where system is returning to initial state by 

following the path B and of second case where system is returning to initial state by 

following the path C, what we will secure here that change in system energy is same in both 

cases and it will not depend over the path followed by the system to return to its initial state. 

 

Therefore we can conclude that system energy will have some definite magnitude for each 

state of the system and it will not depend over the path followed by the system and hence 

energy will be considered as a point function and also a property of the system. 

 

Problem 1: 

A rigid tank contains a hot fluid that is cooled while being stirred by a paddle wheel. Initially, 

the internal energy of the fluid is 800 kJ. During the cooling process, the fluid loses 500 kJ of 

heat, and the paddle wheel does 100 kJ of work on the fluid. Determine the final internal 

energy of the fluid. Neglect the energy stored in the paddle wheel. 



 MN − OPQUVVWVVXY/Q /N/Z[S QZTNR\/Z ]S 1/TQ,^OZ_ TN` .TRR
= ∆RSRQ/.UVVWVVXa1TN[/ MN MNQ/ZNTb,_MN/QM0,cOQ/NQMTb /N/Z[S

 

@R1T\Q,MN − ?OPQ = ∆� = �� − �9 100 − 500 = �� − 800 �	, �� = 400 -+ 

Therefore, the final internal energy of the system is 400 kJ. 

Problem: A paddle wheel used for mixing and stirring of fluids turns 600 rpm when 2·5 Nm 

torque is applied to it. What is power transmitted to the liquid by the wheel? 

Answer:  

@f g1T\Q = 2h�f � = 2h × 60060 × 2.5 × 11000  -@ = 0.157 -@ 

During one cycle the working fluid in an engine engages in the work interaction 15 kJ to 

the fluid and 44 kJ from the fluid and there are three heat interactions, two of which are 

known as 75 kJ to the fluid and 40 kJ from the fluid. Find out the magnitude and 

direction of the third heat transfer. 

Answer:@9 = −15 -+, @� = 44 -+, ?9 = 75 -+, ?� = −40 -+, ?k =? 

For the cyclic process we know that, 

m B? = m B@ 

�	, 75 − 40 + ?k = −15 + 44 

�	, ?k = −6 -+ 

So the heat will flow out from the system. 

A system contained in a piston and cylinder machine passes through a complete cycle of 

four processes. The sum of all heat transferred during a cycle is -350kJ. The system 

completes 200 cycles per minute. Complete the following table showing the method for 

each item, and compute the net rate of work output in kW.  

Process Q (kJ/min) W (kJ/min) ∆n (op/qrs) 

1-2 0 4340 - 

2-3 42000 0 - 



3-4 -4200 - -73200 

4-1 - - - 

Answer: 

For the process 1 − 2, 
?9t� = ∆� + @9t� 

�	, 0 = ∆� + 4340 

�	, ∆� = −4340 -+/�I� 

For the process 2 − 3, 
?�tk = ∆� + @�tk 

�	, 42000 = ∆� + 0 

�	, ∆� = 42000 -+/�I�  
For the process 3 − 4, 

?ktu = ∆� + @ktu 

�	, −4200 = −73200 + @ktu 

�	, @ktu = 69000 -+/�I�  
The sum of all heat transferred during a cycle is -350kJ. 

So, ∮ ? = −350 × 200 = −70000 -+/�I� 

∴ ?9t� + ?�tk + ?ktu + ?ut9 = −70000 

�	, ?ut9 = −107800 -+/�I�  
Now, internal energy being a property, ∮ x = 0 

�	, −4340 + 42000 − 73200 + ∆�ut9 = 0 

�	, ∆�ut9 = 35540 -+/�I� 

Now,  ?ut9 = ∆� + @ut9 

�	, @ut9 = −1433340 -+/�I� 

 

Total Energy of a Flowing Fluid 

As we have seen the total energy of a simple compressible system consists of three parts: 

internal, kinetic, and potential energies. On a unit-mass basis, it is expressed as 

� = x + -� + y� = x + &�
2 + 
�      (-+/-
) 



where V is the velocity and � is the elevation of the system relative to some external 

reference point. 

The fluid entering or leaving a control volume possesses an additional form of energy-the 

flow energy, Pv. P is the fluid pressure. Then the total energy of a flowing fluid on a unit-

mass basis becomes 

z = �& + � = �& + x + &�
2 + 
� 

But the combination �& + x has been defined as the enthalpy h. So the relation reduces to: 

z = ℎ + &�
2 + 
�      (-+/-
) 

MOVING BOUNDARY WORK: - 

During the expansion or compression of a gas in a piston-cylinder device, part of the 

boundary (the inner face of the piston) moves back and forth. Therefore, the expansion and 

compression work is often called moving boundary work, or simply boundary work. Consider 

the gas enclosed in the piston–cylinder device shown in Fig.  

 

The initial pressure of the gas is P, the total volume is V, and the cross sectional area of the 

piston is A. If the piston is allowed to move distance ds in a quasi-equilibrium manner, the 

differential work done during this process is, 

>@] = {B5 = �|B5 = �B� 

The total boundary work done during the entire process as the piston moves is obtained by 

adding all the differential works from the initial state to the final state: 

@] = A �B��

9
 

The area under the process curve on a P-V diagram is equal, in magnitude, to the work done 

during a quasi-equilibrium expansion or compression process of a closed system. 



 

The boundary work done during a process depends on the path followed as well as the end 

states. 

 

If work were not a path function, no cyclic devices (car engines, power plants) could operate 

as work-producing devices. The work produced by these devices during one part of the cycle 

would have to be consumed during another part, and there would be no net work output. The 

cycle shown in Fig. produces a net work output because the work done by the system during 

the expansion process (area under path A) is greater than the work done on the system during 

the compression part of the cycle (area under path B), and the difference between these two is 

the net work done during the cycle (the colored area). 

 

Fig. The net work done during a cycle is the difference between the work done by the system 

and the work done on the system 



Problem 1: A rigid tank contains air at 500 kPa and 150°C. As a result of heat transfer 

to the surroundings, the temperature and pressure inside the tank drop to 65°C and 400 

kPa, respectively. Determine the boundary work done during this process. 

Answer: A sketch of the system and the P-V diagram of the process are shown in Fig.  

 

The boundary work can be determined from equation to be  

@] = A � B&�
9 = 0    5I�4� B& I5 ��	�. 

Problem 2: A non flow quasi static reversible process occurs for which p=(-2V+16) bar, 

where V is the volume in m
3
. What is the work done when volume changes from 2 m

3 
to 

6 m
3
. 

Answer: } ~�� = }���/�� 

@9t� = A yB��
� = A (−2� + 16) × 10��

� = 32 × 10�+�x�� 

Boundary Work for a Constant-Pressure Process: 

 

@] = A � B&�
9 = �� A B&�

9 = ��(&� − &9) 

Isothermal Compression of an Ideal Gas: 

A piston-cylinder device initially contains 0.4 m
3
 of air at 100 kPa and 80°C. The air is 

now compressed to 0.1 m
3
 in such a way that the temperature inside the cylinder 

remains constant. Determine the work done during this process. 

For an ideal gas at constant temperature T0, 



 

�& = ���� = K 

�	, � = K& 

@] = A � B&�
9 = A K&  B&�

9 = K A B&&
�

9 = K �� &�&9 = �9&9 �� &�&9 = ��&� �� &�&9 = ���� �� &�&9 

Similarly, the ratio 
���� can be replaced by 

���� 

@] = −55.5 -+ 

The negative sign indicates that this work is done on the system (a work input), which is 

always the case for compression processes. 

Work done by a substance in a reversible non-flow manner is in accordance with � = }��� ��, where P is in bar. Determine the work done on or by the system as pressure 

increases from 10 to 100 bar. Indicate whether it is a compression process or expansion 

process.  

Answer: Given, 

� = 150�  

So �9 = 9��9� = 15�k and �� = 9��9�� = 1.5�k 

Again � = 9���  ��	 = 9��� × 10� C/�� 

So work done @9t� = � �B�9.�9� = � �9��� × 10�� B�9.�9� = −3.454 × 10� +�x�� 

This work is done on the system. It is therefore compression work.  

 

R=0.2968 kJ/Kg.K  



 

Polytropic Process: - 

During actual expansion and compression processes of gases, pressure and volume are often 

related by �&N = K , where n and C are constants. A process of this kind is called a 

polytropic process. Below we develop a general expression for the work done during a 

polytropic process. The pressure for a polytropic process can be expressed as, � = K&tN  

 

@] = A � B&�
9 = A K&tN B&�

9 = K &�tN�9 − &9tN�9
−� + 1 = ��&� − �9&91 − � = ��(�� − �9)1 − �  

For the special case of n=1 the boundary work becomes equivalent to the isothermal process. 

A mass of gas is compressed in a quasi static process from 80 kPa, 0.1 m
3
 to 0.4 MPa, 

0.03 m
3
. Assuming that the pressure and volume are related by ��� = ��������, find 

the work done by the gas system.  

Answer: �9 = 80 -��, �9 = 0.1�k, �� = 0.4 ��� = 400 -��, �� = 0.03�k 

We know that, �9�9N = ����N
Or, � = 1.33 

@] = A � B&�
9 = A K&tN B&�

9 = K &�tN�9 − &9tN�9
−� + 1 = ��&� − �9&91 − � = −12.12 �+ 

Consider a gas contained in a piston cylinder assembly as the system. The gas is initially at a 

pressure of 500 kPa occupies a volume of 0.2 m
3
. The gas is taken to the final state where 

pressure is equal to 100 kPa by the following two different processes.  

a) The volume of the gas is inversely proportional to the process.  

b) The process follow the path y&N = 4��5����, where n=1.4. Calculate the work done 

by the gas in each case.  



Ans: (a) 

�9 = 500 -�� 

�� = 100 -�� 

�9 = 0.2 �k 

�& = K 

�	, � = K& 

@] = A � B&�
9 = A K&  B&�

9 = K A B&&
�

9 = K �� &�&9 = �9&9 �� &�&9 = �9&9 �� �9�� = 160.94 -+ 

Ans: (b) 

�&N = K 

∴ �9�9N = ����N 

�	, �� = ��9����  �9 

�	, �� = 0.6314 �k 

@] = ��&� − �9&91 − � = 92.15 -+ 

In a cylinder piston arrangement, 3 kg of an ideal gas are expanded adiabatically from 

a temperature of 135℃ to 35℃ and it is found to perform 160 kJ of work during the 

process while its enthalpy change is 315 kJ. Determine the specific heats at constant 

volume and constant pressure and characteristic gas constant.  

Answer:  

The given mass of ideal gas m=3kg 

�9 = 135 + 273 = 408 � 

�� = 35 + 273 = 308 � 

@�	- B��� = @ = 160 -+ 

��ℎ��y� 4ℎ��
� = ¢ = 315 -+ 

We have to find out: Kc =? , K� =? ��B � =? 

Work done during adiabatic process= 

@] = ��&� − �9&91 − £ = ��(�� − �9)1 − £  

�	, 160000 = 3 × �(308 − 408)1 − 1.4  



�	, � = 0.213 -+/-
. � 

Again, 

¢ = �Kc(�9 − ��) 

�	, 315 = 3 × Kc × 100 

�	, Kc = 1.05 -+/-
. � 

Further we know that, 

Kc − K� = � 

�	, K� = 0.837 -+/-
. �  
A fluid at a pressure of 3.5 bar and with specific volume of 0.2 m3/kg is contained in a 

piston-cylinder arrangement. The fluid expands reversibly to a pressure of 0.8 bar 

according to the law ¤¥� = ¦�������. Determine the work done by the fluid on the 

piston.  

@ = A yB� = K A B���
�

9
�

9 = K § 1�9 − 1��¨ 

Now, K = y9�9� = 0.14 

�� = © Ky� = 0.418 �k 

∴ @ = 36.507 -+/-
 

 

 



 

 

 

INTERNAL ENERGY, ENTHALPY AND SPECIFIC HEATS OF IDEAL GASES  

Internal energy: 

For an ideal gas the internal energy is a function of the temperature only. 

x = x(�) 

 



Fig.: Schematic of the experimental apparatus used by Joule 

In his classical experiment, Joule submerged two tanks connected with a pipe and a valve in a 

water bath, as shown in Fig. Initially, one tank contained air at a high pressure and the other 

tank was evacuated. When thermal equilibrium was attained, he opened the valve to let air 

pass from one tank to the other until the pressures equalized. Joule observed no change in the 

temperature of the water bath and assumed that no heat was transferred to or from the air. 

Since there was also no work done, he concluded that the internal energy of the air did not 

change even though the volume and the pressure changed. Therefore, he reasoned, the 

internal energy is a function of temperature only and not a function of pressure or specific 

volume. (Joule later showed that for gases that deviate significantly from ideal-gas behavior, 

the internal energy is not a function of temperature alone.) 

SPECIFIC HEATS:  

The specific heat is defined as the energy required raising the temperature of a unit mass of a 

substance by one degree. 

In thermodynamics, there are two kinds of specific heats: specific heat at constant volume K� and specific heat at constant pressure Kc. 

The specific heat at constant volume can be viewed as the energy required raising the 

temperature of the unit mass of a substance by one degree as the volume is maintained 

constant.  

K� = �>x>��� 

This implies the change in internal energy with temperature at constant volume. 

Bx = K�(�)B� 
∆x = x� − x9 = A K�(�)B��

9  

The specific heat at constant pressure can be viewed as the energy required raising the 

temperature of the unit mass of a substance by one degree as the pressure is maintained 

constant.  

Kc = �>ℎ>��c 

This implies the change in enthalpy with temperature at constant pressure. 

Bℎ = Kc(�)B� 

∆ℎ = ℎ� − ℎ9 = A Kc(�)B��
9  

For ideal gas: CP and CV are function of T.  For perfect gas CP and CV are constant.  

ENTHALPY:   



Enthalpy of a substance, ℎ = x + �& = x + �� 

It is an intensive property of a system. 

Since R is constant and x = x(�), it follows that the enthalpy of an ideal gas, is also a 

function of temperature only: ℎ = ℎ(�).  

Since x and ℎ depend only on temperature for an ideal gas, the specific heats CV and CP also 

depend, at most, on temperature only. 

 

Special Case: We know that for a closed stationary system of unit mass, Bª = Bx + �B& 
At constant pressure, PB& = B(�&) 

Hence, (Bª)c = Bx + B(�&) 

       Or, (Bª)c = B(x + �&) = Bℎ 

 

Specific Heat Relations of Ideal Gases: 

A special relationship between Kc and K� for ideal gases can be obtained by differentiating 

the relation ℎ =  x +  ��, which yields  

Bℎ =  Bx +  � B� 
Or, KcB� = K�B� + �B� 

Or, Kc = K� + � 

Ideal-gas property called the specific heat ratio £, defined as:  

£ = KcK�  

The specific ratio also varies with temperature, but this variation is very mild. For monatomic 

gases, its value is essentially constant at 1.667. Many diatomic gases, including air, have a 

specific heat ratio of about 1.4 at room temperature. 

Problem 1: During certain process, the heat capacity of a system is given by �� = �. « +�. ��«¬ ®/¯℃. If the mass of the gas is 8 kg and its temperature changes from 20℃ 

to 120℃ find: (a) heat transferred, (b) mean specific heat of the gas. 

Answer: 

(a) ? = � �KNB� = 8 � (0.4 + 0.004�)B�9���� = 544 -+ 

(b) We know that, 

? = �KNB� 

�	, 544 = 8 × KN × (120 − 20) 

�	, KN = 0.68 -+/-
℃ 



Problem 2: An insulated rigid tank initially contains 0.7 kg of helium at 27°C and 350 

kPa. A paddle wheel with a power rating of 0.015 kW is operated within the tank for 30 

min. Determine (a) the final temperature and (b) the final pressure of the helium gas. 

{�	 ¢��Ix� 
�5 4�,T�[ = 3.15 -+-
. � 

 

 

Constant specific heats can be used for helium. The system is stationary and thus the kinetic 

and potential energy changes are zero, ∆KE=∆PE=0 and ∆E=∆U. The volume of the tank is 

constant, and thus there is no boundary work. The system is adiabatic and thus there is no 

heat transfer. We take the contents of the tank as the system. This is a closed system since no 

mass crosses the system boundary during the process. 

The amount of paddle-wheel work done on the system is: 

@R1 = (0.015 × 30 × 60)-+ = 27 -+ 

Under the stated assumptions and observations, the energy balance on the system can be 

expressed as: 

MN − OPQUVVWVVXY/Q /N/Z[S QZTNR\/Z ]S 1/TQ,^OZ_ TN` .TRR
= ∆RSRQ/.UVVWVVXa1TN[/ MN MNQ/ZNTb,_MN/QM0,cOQ/NQMTb /N/Z[S

 

∴ @R1 = ∆� = �(x� − x9) = �4�,T�[(�� − �9) 

�	, 27 = 0.7 × 3.15 × (�� − 300) 

�	, �� = 39.24℃ 

Now, The final pressure is determined from the ideal-gas relation: 

�9&9�9 = ��&���  

�	, 350300 = ��312.24 (���x�� 	���I�I�
 4��5����) 

�	, �� = 364.29 -�� 

 



Flow work and Total Energy of a Flowing Fluid: 

Control volumes involve mass flow across their boundaries, and some work is required to 

push the mass into or out of the control volume. This work is known as the flow work, or 

flow energy, and is necessary for maintaining a continuous flow through a control volume.  

To obtain a relation for flow work, consider a fluid element of volume � as shown in Fig. 

The fluid immediately upstream forces this fluid element to enter the control volume; thus, it 

can be regarded as an imaginary piston. The fluid element can be chosen to be sufficiently 

small so that it has uniform properties throughout. 

 

Fig.: Schematic for flow work 

 

Fig.: Flow work is the energy needed to push a fluid into or out of a control volume, and it is 

equal to �& 

If the fluid pressure is P and the cross-sectional area of the fluid element is A, the force 

applied on the fluid element by the imaginary piston is 

{ = �| 

To push the entire fluid element into the control volume, this force must act through a 

distance L. Thus, the work done in pushing the fluid element across the boundary (i.e., the 

flow work) is 

@°bO^ = {± = �|± = �� 



The flow work relation is the same whether the fluid is pushed into or out of the control 

volume.  

The total energy of a simple compressible system consists of three parts: internal, kinetic, and 

potential energies. On a unit-mass basis for a non-flowing fluid, it is expressed as 

� = x + -� + y� = x + ��
2 + 
� 

The fluid entering or leaving a control volume possesses an additional form of energy—the 

flow energy �&. Then the total energy of a flowing fluid on a unit-mass basis (denoted by z) 

becomes 

z = �& + � = �& + (x + -� + y�) = �& +  x + ��
2 + 
� = ℎ + ��

2 + 
� 

Energy Analysis of Steady-Flow Systems: 

Let us consider a certain set of assumptions that lead to a reasonable model for this type of 

process, which we refer to as the steady-state steady flow process. 

1. The control volume does not move relative to the coordinate frame. 

2. The state of the mass at each point in the control volume does not vary with time. 

3. As for the mass that flows across the control surface, the mass flux and the state of this 

mass at each discrete area of flow on the control surface do not vary with time. 

During a steady-flow process, the total energy content of a control volume remains constant 

(ECV = constant), and thus the change in the total energy of the control volume is zero 

(∆ECV=0). Therefore, the amount of energy entering a control volume in all forms (by heat, 

work, and mass) must be equal to the amount of energy leaving it. Then the rate form of the 

general energy balance reduces for a steady-flow process to 

[?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��
2 + 
�)]MNb/Q = [?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��

2 + 
�)]OPQb/Q 

Some Steady-Flow Engineering Devices 

Many engineering devices operate essentially under the same conditions for long periods of 

time. The components of a steam power plant (turbines, compressors, heat exchangers, and 

pumps), for example, operate nonstop for months before the system is shut down for 

maintenance. Therefore, these devices can be conveniently analyzed as steady-flow devices. 

In this section, some common steady-flow devices are described, and the thermodynamic 

aspects of the flow through them are analyzed. The conservation of mass and the 

conservation of energy principles for these devices are illustrated with examples. 

Nozzles and Diffusers 

Nozzles and diffusers are commonly utilized in jet engines, rockets, spacecraft, and even 

garden hoses.  



A nozzle is a device that increases the velocity of a fluid at the expense of pressure.  

A diffuser is a device that increases the pressure of a fluid by slowing it down.  

That is, nozzles and diffusers perform opposite tasks. The cross-sectional area of a nozzle 

decreases in the flow direction for subsonic flows and increases for supersonic flows. The 

reverse is true for diffusers.  

The rate of heat transfer between the fluid flowing through a nozzle or a diffuser and the 

surroundings is usually very small (?f = 0) since the fluid has high velocities, and thus it 

does not spend enough time in the device for any significant heat transfer to take place. 

Nozzles and diffusers typically involve no work (@f = 0) and any change in potential energy 

is negligible (∆y� = 0). But nozzles and diffusers usually involve very high velocities, and 

as a fluid passes through a nozzle or diffuser, it experiences large changes in its velocity. 

Therefore, the kinetic energy changes must be accounted for in analyzing the flow through 

these devices (∆-� ≠ 0). 

 

Fig.: Nozzles and diffusers are shaped so that they cause large changes in fluid velocities and 

thus kinetic energies 

Problem: At the inlet to a certain nozzle the specific enthalpy of the fluid is 3025 kJ/kg 

and the velocity is 60 m/s. At the exit from the nozzle the enthalpy is 2790 kJ/kg. The 

nozzle is horizontal and there is negligible heat loss from it. i) Find the velocity at the 

nozzle exit. ii) If the inlet area is 0.1 m
2
 and specific volume at inlet is 0.19 m

3
/kg, find 

the rate of flow of fluid. iii) If the specific volume at the nozzle exit is 0.5 m
3
/kg, find the 

exit area of the nozzle. 

Answer: 

(i) Under stated assumptions and observations, the energy balance for this steady-flow system 

can be expressed in the rate form as: 

[?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��
2 + 
�)]MNb/Q = [?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��

2 + 
�)]OPQb/Q 

{�	 �ℎI5 4�5�, ℎ9 + �9�2 = ℎ� + ���2  



3025000 + 60�
2 = 2790000 + ���2  

.�� = 688.2 �/5 

(ii) |9 = 0.1 ��, &9 = 0.19 ¶·
¸¹ , V9 = 60 ¶»  

�f 9 = |9�929 = 0.1 × 60 × 10.19 = 31.6 -
5  

(iii) &� = 0.5 ¶·
¸¹  

�f � = |���2� = |���&�  

�	, 31.6 = |� × 688.20.5  

�	, |� = 0.0229 �� 

 



 

R=0.287 kPa.m3/kg.K 



 



 

Turbines and Compressors 

In steam, gas, or hydroelectric power plants, the device that drives the electric generator is the 

turbine. As the fluid passes through the turbine, work is done against the blades, which are 

attached to the shaft. As a result, the shaft rotates, and the turbine produces work. 

Compressors, as well as pumps and fans, are devices used to increase the pressure of a fluid. 

Work is supplied to these devices from an external source through a rotating shaft. Therefore, 

compressors involve work inputs. 

Even though these three devices function similarly, they do differ in the tasks they perform. 

A fan increases the pressure of a gas slightly and is mainly used to mobilize a gas. A 

compressor is capable of compressing the gas to very high pressures. Pumps work very much 

like compressors except that they handle liquids instead of gases. 



Note that turbines produce power output whereas compressors, pumps, and fans require 

power input.  

Heat transfer from turbines is usually negligible (?f ≈ 0)  since they are typically well 

insulated. Heat transfer is also negligible for compressors unless there is intentional cooling. 

Potential energychanges are negligible for all of these devices (∆y� ≅ 0) . The 

velocitiesinvolved in these devices, with the exception of turbines and fans, are usually too 

low to cause any significant change in the kinetic energy (∆-� ≅ 0). 

The fluid velocities encountered in most turbines are very high, and the fluid experiences a 

significant change in its kinetic energy. However, this change is usually very small relative to 

the change in enthalpy, and thus it is often disregarded.  

A turbine operates under steady flow conditions, receiving steam at the following state: 

pressure 1.2 MPa, temperature 188℃ , enthalpy 2785 kJ/kg, velocity 33.3 m/s and 

elevation 3 m. The steam leaves the turbine at the following state: pressure 20 kPa, 

enthalpy 2512 kJ/kg, velocity 100 m/s and elevation 0 m. Heat lost to the surroundings 

at the rate of 0.29 kJ/kg. If the rate of steam flow through the turbine is 0.42 kg/s, what 

is the power output of the turbine in kW? (10) 

Answer: 

[?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��
2 + 
�)]MNb/Q = [?f + @f + ³ �f (ℎ + ��

2 + 
�)]OPQb/Q 

�	, @f OPQb/Q = 0.42 ¾(2785 − 25512) × 1000 + 33.3� − 100�
2 + (9.81 × 3) − 0.29¿

= 112.67 -@ 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Throttling Valves: 

Throttling valves are any kind of flow-restricting devices that cause a significant pressure 

drop in the fluid is often accompanied by a large drop in temperature. Some familiar 

examples are ordinary adjustable valves, capillary tubes, and porous plugs. For single-stream 

steady-flow device while throttling the equation is ℎ� ≅  ℎ9. 

ℎ9 = x9  +  �9&9 =  x� + ��&� = ℎ� 

Thus the final outcome of a throttling process depends on which of the two quantities 

increases during the process. If the flow energy increases during the process (��&� > �9&9), 

it can do so at the expense of the internal energy. As a result, internal energy decreases, 

which is usually accompanied by a drop in temperature and vice versa. The temperature of an 

ideal gas does not change during a throttling (ℎ = 4��5����) process since ℎ =  ℎ(�). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction to the Second Law of Thermodynamics: 

The first law places no restriction on the direction of a process, but satisfying the first law 

does not ensure that the process can actually occur. Processes occur in a certain direction, and 

not in the reverse direction. A process cannot occur unless it satisfies both the first and the 

second laws of thermodynamics. 

 
Fig.: A process must satisfy both the first and second laws of thermodynamics to proceed 

It is common experience that a cup of hot coffee left in a cooler room eventually cools off. 

This process satisfies the first law of thermodynamics since the amount of energy lost by the 

coffee is equal to the amount gained by the surrounding air. Now let us consider the reverse 

process-the hot coffee getting even hotter in a cooler room as a result of heat transfer from 

the room air. We all know that this process never takes place. Yet, doing so would not violate 

the first law as long as the amount of energy lost by the air is equal to the amount gained by 

the coffee. 

The use of the second law of thermodynamics is not limited to identifying the direction of 

processes, however. The second law also asserts that energy has quality as well as quantity. 

The first law is concerned with the quantity of energy and the transformations of energy from 

one form to another with no regard to its quality. 

Thermal Energy Reservoirs 

It is very convenient to have a hypothetical body with a relatively large thermal energy 

capacity (mass × specific heat) that can supply or absorb finite amounts of heat without 

undergoing any change in temperature. Such a body is called a thermal energy reservoir. A 

two-phase system can be modeled as a reservoir also since it can absorb and release large 

quantities of heat while remaining at constant temperature. Another familiar example of a 

thermal energy reservoir is the industrial furnace. 

A reservoir that supplies energy in the form of heat is called a source, and one that absorbs 

energy in the form of heat is called a sink. 

The Second Law of Thermodynamics:  

There are two classical statements of the second law, the Kelvin-Planckstatement, which is 

related to heat engines and the Clausius statement, which is related to refrigerators or heat 

pumps. 

Kelvin-Planck Statement: 

It is impossible for any device that operates on a cycle to receive heat from a single reservoir 

and produce a net amount of work. 

Clausius Statement 

It is impossible to construct a device that operates in a cycle and produces no effect other 

than the transfer of heat from a lower-temperature body to a higher-temperature body. 

Equivalence of the Two Statements 

The Kelvin–Planck and the Clausius statements are equivalent in their consequences, and 

either statement can be used as the expression of the second law of thermodynamics. Any 

device that violates the Kelvin–Planck statement also violates the Clausius statement, and 

vice versa. This can be demonstrated as follows. 



 
Fig. a: A refrigerator that is powered by a 100 percent efficient heat engine 

 
Fig. b: The equivalent refrigerator 

Consider the heat-engine-refrigerator combination shown in Fig. 6–27a,operating between 

the same two reservoirs. The heat engine is assumed to have, in violation of the Kelvin–

Planck statement, a thermal efficiency of100 percent, and therefore it converts all the heat �� 

it receives to work W.This work is now supplied to a refrigerator that removes heat in the 

amountof �� from the low-temperature reservoir and rejects heat in the amount of�� + ��to 

the high-temperature reservoir. During this process, the high temperature reservoir receives a 

net amount of heat ��  (the differencebetween �� + ��and ��). Thus, the combination of 

these two devices canbe viewed as a refrigerator, as shown in Fig. b, that transfers heat in an 

amount of �� from a cooler body to a warmer one without requiring anyinput from outside. 

This is clearly a violation of the Clausius statement. 

Therefore, a violation of the Kelvin–Planck statement results in the violation of the Clausius 

statement.  

It can also be shown in a similar manner that a violation of the Clausius statement leads to the 

violation of the Kelvin–Planck statement. Therefore, the Clausius and the Kelvin–Planck 

statements are two equivalent expressions of the second law of thermodynamics. 

 

 



Alternative Solution for Equivalence of the Two Statements

To prove that violation of the Kelvin

Statement, let us assume that Kelvin

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider a cyclically working device 1, which absorbs energy Q

reservoir at TH. Equivalent amount of work W(W=Q

Consider another device 2 operating as a cycle, which absorbs energy Q

temperature thermal reservoir at T

not violate Clausius statement.  

If the two devices are now combined, the combined device (enclosed by the dotted boundary) 

transfers heat QL from the low temperature reservoir at T

TH with out receiving any aid from an external agent, which is the violation of the Clausius 

statement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Likewise let us assume that the Clausius statement is incorrect. So we have a device 1, 

cyclically working transferring heat Q 

temperature thermal reservoir at T

a high temperature reservoir at T

temperature reservoir at TL as shown in figure.

Equivalence of the Two Statements:  

To prove that violation of the Kelvin-Planck Statement leads to a violation of the Clausius 

Statement, let us assume that Kelvin-Planck statement is incorrect. 

device 1, which absorbs energy Q1 as heat from a thermal 

. Equivalent amount of work W(W=Q1) is performed.  

Consider another device 2 operating as a cycle, which absorbs energy QL as heat from a low 

temperature thermal reservoir at TL and rejects energy QH  (QH=QL+W). Such a device does 

If the two devices are now combined, the combined device (enclosed by the dotted boundary) 

from the low temperature reservoir at TL to a high temperature reservoir at 

with out receiving any aid from an external agent, which is the violation of the Clausius 

Likewise let us assume that the Clausius statement is incorrect. So we have a device 1, 

cyclically working transferring heat Q from a low temperature reservoir at T

temperature thermal reservoir at TH . Consider another device 2, which absorbs heat Q

a high temperature reservoir at TH does work W and rejects energy Q as heat to the low 

as shown in figure. 

Planck Statement leads to a violation of the Clausius 

as heat from a thermal 

as heat from a low 

+W). Such a device does 

If the two devices are now combined, the combined device (enclosed by the dotted boundary) 

re reservoir at 

with out receiving any aid from an external agent, which is the violation of the Clausius 

Likewise let us assume that the Clausius statement is incorrect. So we have a device 1, 

from a low temperature reservoir at TL to a high 

. Consider another device 2, which absorbs heat Q1 from 

does work W and rejects energy Q as heat to the low 



If the two devices are combined (shown in figure by a dotted enclosure), then the combined 

device receives energy (Q1-Q) as heat from a thermal reservoir and delivers equivalent work 

(W=Q1-Q) in violation of the Kelvin-Planck statement. 

Therefore violation of Clausius statement leads to the violation of the Kelvin-Planck 

statement. Hence, these two statements are equivalent. 

Heat Engines 

Work can easily be converted to other forms of energy, but converting other forms of energy 

to work is not that easy. The mechanical work done by the shaft shown in Fig, for example, is 

first converted to the internal energy of the water. This energy may then leave the water as 

heat. We know from experience that any attempt to reverse this process will fail. That is, 

transferring heat to the water does not cause the shaft to rotate. 

 
Fig.: Work can always be converted to heat directly and completely, but the reverse is not 

true 

We conclude that work can be converted to heat directly and completely, but converting heat 

to work requires the use of some special devices. These devices are called heat engines. 

Heat engines differ considerably from one another, but all can be characterized by the 

following: 

1. They receive heat from a high-temperature source (solar energy, oil furnace, nuclear 

reactor). 

2. They convert part of this heat to work (usually in the form of a rotating shaft). 

3. They reject the remaining waste heat to a low-temperature sink (the atmosphere, 

rivers). 

4. They operate on a cycle. 

So cyclic heat engine is a thermodynamic device in which there is net heat transfer to the 

system and net work transfer from the system.   

 



Fig.: Part of the heat received by a heatengine is converted to work, while the rest is rejected 

to a sink 
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Refrigerator: 

 
We all know from experience that heat is transferred in the direction of decreasing 

temperature, that is, from high-temperature mediums to low temperature ones. This heat 

transfer process occurs in nature without requiring any devices. The reverse process, 

however, cannot occur by itself. The transfer of heat from a low-temperature medium to a 

high-temperature one requires special devices called refrigerators. 
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Notice that the value of COPR can be greater than unity. This is in contrast to the thermal 

efficiency, which can never be greater than 1. In fact, one reason for expressing the efficiency 

of a refrigerator by another term-the coefficient of performance-is the desire to avoid the 

oddity of having efficiencies greater than unity. 

Problem 1: COPR=4 then find QH/QL=? 
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Or, QH/QL=1.25 

Heat Pumps: 

Another device that transfers heat from a low-temperature medium to a high-temperature one 

is the heat pump, shown schematically in Fig. Refrigerators and heat pumps operate on the 

same cycle but differ in their objectives. The objective of a refrigerator is to maintain the 

refrigerated space at a low temperature by removing heat from it. Discharging this heat to a 

higher-temperature medium is merely a necessary part of the operation, not the purpose. The 

objective of a heat pump, however, is to maintain a heated space at a high temperature. This 

is accomplished by absorbing heat from a low-temperature source, such as well water or cold 

outside air in winter, and supplying this heat to the high-temperature medium such as a 

house. 



An ordinary refrigerator that is placed in the window of a house with its door open to the cold 

outside air in winter will function as a heat pump since it will try to cool the outside by 

absorbing heat from it and rejecting this heat into the house through the coils behind it. 
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∴ ���� + 1 = ����' 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Two reversible heat engines A and B are arranged in series, Engine A is rejecting heat 

directly to engine B. Engine A receives 200kJ at a temperature of 421°C from a hot 

source, while engine B is in communication with a cold sink at a temperature of 4.4°C. 

If the work output of A is twice that of B find (a) the intermediate temperature between 

A and B, (b) the efficiency of each engine, and (c) the heat rejected to the cold sink. 



 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Perpetual-Motion Machines:  

A process cannot take place unless it satisfies both the first and second laws of 

thermodynamics. Any device that violates either law is called a perpetual-motion machine. 

A device that violates the first law of thermodynamics is called a perpetual-motion machine 

of the first kind (PMM1), and a device that violates the second law of thermodynamics is 

called a perpetual-motion machine of the second kind (PMM2). 

PMM1:  

 

Consider the steam power plant as shown in Fig. It is proposed to heat the steam by resistance 

heaters placed inside the boiler, instead of by the energy supplied from fossil or nuclear fuels. 

Part of the electricity generated by the plant is to be used to power the resistors as well as the 

pump. The rest of the electric energy is to be supplied to the electric network as the net work 



output. The inventor claims that once the system is started, this power plant will produce 

electricity indefinitely without requiring any energy input from the outside. 

Well, here is an invention that could solve the world’s energy problem-if it works, of course. 

A careful examination of this invention reveals that the system enclosed by the shaded area is 

continuously supplying energy to the outside at a rate of �)
��� + !)

�"�,���without receiving 

any energy. That is, thissystem is creating energy at a rate of �)
��� + !)

�"�,��� which is clearly 

a violation of the first law. Therefore, this wonderful device is nothing more than a PMM1 

and does not warrant any further consideration. 

PMM2: - 

 

Well, the possibility of doubling the efficiency would certainly be very tempting to plant 

managers and, if not properly trained, they would probably give this idea a chance, since 

intuitively they see nothing wrong with it. A student of thermodynamics, however, will 

immediately label this device as a PMM2, since it works on a cycle and does a net amount of 

work while exchanging heat with a single reservoir (the furnace) only. It satisfies the first law 

but violates the second law, and therefore it will not work. 

THE CARNOT CYCLE 

The efficiency of a heat-engine cycle greatly depends on how the individual processes that 

make up the cycle are executed. The net work, thus the cycle efficiency, can be maximized 

by using processes that require the least amount of work and deliver the most, that is, by 

using reversible processes. It is no surprise that the most efficient cycles are reversible cycles, 

that is, cycles that consist entirely of reversible processes. Probably the best known reversible 

cycle is the Carnot cycle, first proposed in 1824 by French engineer Sadi Carnot. The Carnot 

cycle is composed of four reversible processes-two isothermal and two adiabatic and it can be 

executed either in a closed or a steady-flow system. 

Consider a closed system that consists of a gas contained in an adiabatic piston–cylinder 

device, as shown in Fig. The insulation of the cylinder head is such that it may be removed to 

bring the cylinder into contact with reservoirs to provide heat transfer. The four reversible 

processes that make up the Carnot cycle are as follows: 

Reversible Isothermal Expansion (process 1-2, *� =constant). Initially(state 1), the 

temperature of the gas is *� and the cylinder head is in close contact with a source at 

temperature *�. The gas is allowed to expandslowly, doing work on the surroundings. As the 



gas expands, thetemperature of the gas tends to decrease. But as soon as the temperaturedrops 

by an infinitesimal amount dT, some heat is transferred from the reservoir into the gas, 

raising the gas temperature to*�. Thus, the gastemperature is kept constant at *�. Since the 

temperature differencebetween the gas and the reservoir never exceeds a differential amount 

dT,this is a reversible heat transfer process. It continues until the piston reaches position 2. 

The amount of total heat transferred to the gas during this process is ��. 

 
Reversible Adiabatic Expansion (process 2-3, temperature drops from *�to *�). At state 2, 

the reservoir that was in contact with the cylinder head is removed and replaced by insulation 

so that the system becomes adiabatic. The gas continues to expand slowly, doing work on the 

surroundings until its temperature drops from *�to *�(state 3). Thepiston is assumed to be 

frictionless and the process to be quasi-equilibrium, so the process is reversible as well as 

adiabatic. 

 
Reversible Isothermal Compression (process 3-4, *�=constant). At state3, the insulation at 

the cylinder head is removed, and the cylinder is brought into contact with a sink at 

temperature *�. Now the piston ispushed inward by an external force, doing work on the gas. 

As the gas iscompressed, its temperature tends to rise. But as soon as it rises by 

aninfinitesimal amount dT, heat is transferred from the gas to the sink, causing the gas 

temperature to drop to *� . Thus, the gas temperatureremains constant at *� . Since the 

temperature difference between the gasand the sink never exceeds a differential amount dT, 

this is a reversible heat transfer process. It continues until the piston reaches state 4. The 

amount of heat rejected from the gas during this process is ��. 

 
Reversible Adiabatic Compression (process 4-1, temperature rises from *�to*�). State 4 is 

such that when the low-temperature reservoir isremoved, the insulation is put back on the 

cylinder head, and the gas iscompressed in a reversible manner, the gas returns to its initial 

state (state1). The temperature rises from *�  to *�  during this reversible adiabatic 

compression process, which completes the cycle. 



 
The P-V diagram of this cycle is shown in Fig. Remembering that on a P-V diagram the area 

under the process curve represents the boundary work for quasi-equilibrium  processes, we 

see that the area under curve 1-2-3 is the work done by the gas during the expansion part of 

the cycle, and the area under curve 3-4-1 is the work done on the gas during the compression 

part of the cycle. The area enclosed by the path of the cycle (area 1-2-3-4-1) is the difference 

between these two and represents the net work done during the cycle. 

 
Carnot principles: 

1. The efficiency of an irreversible heat engine is always less than the efficiency of a 

reversible one operating between the same two reservoirs. 

2. The efficiencies of all reversible heat engines operating between the same two 

reservoirs are the same. 

THE CARNOT HEAT ENGINE 

The hypothetical heat engine that operates on the reversible Carnot cycle is called the Carnot 

heat engine. The thermal efficiency of any heat engine, reversible or irreversible, is given by  
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For reversible heat engines, the heat transfer ratio in the above relation can be replaced by the 

ratio of the absolute temperatures of the two reservoirs, as given by  

��� = 1 −
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So for reversible heat engine 
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The temperatures are in Kelvin scale, and the temperatures on this scale are called absolute 

temperatures. On the Kelvin scale, the temperature ratios depend on the ratios of heat transfer 

between a reversible heat engine and the reservoirs and are independent of the physical 

properties of any substance. 

The Carnot Refrigerator and Heat Pump 



A refrigerator or a heat pump that operates on the reversed Carnot cycle is called a Carnot 

refrigerator, or a Carnot heat pump. The coefficient of performance of any refrigerator or heat 

pump, reversible or irreversible, is given by: 
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The COPs of all reversible refrigerators or heat pumps can be determined by replacing the 

heat transfer ratios in the above relations by the ratios of the absolute temperatures of the 

high- and low-temperature reservoirs. 
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Which is the more effective way to increase the efficiency of a Carnot engine: to 

increase 01, keeping 02 constant; or to decrease 02, keeping 01 constant? 

The efficiency of a Carnot engine is given by ��� = 1 −
/3

/4
 

Let *5 be decreased by ∆* with *7 remaining the same.  

Thus, �7 = 1 −
/38∆/

/4
 

If *7 is increased by the same ∆* with *5 remaining the same 

Then �5 = 1 −
/3

/49∆/
 

Thus �7 − �5 =
/3

/49∆/
−

/38∆/

/4
=

(/48/3)∆/9∆/3

/4(/49∆/)
 

Since *7 > *5, �7 − �5 > 0 

The more effective way to increase the cycle efficiency is to decease *5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pure Substance: 

A substance that has a fixed chemical composition throughout is called a pure substance. 

Water, nitrogen, helium, and carbon dioxide, for example, are all pure substances. Even 

homogeneous mixtures can be called pure substances. However, a mixture of oil and water is 

not a pure substance. Since oil is not soluble in water, it will collect on top of the water, 

forming two chemically dissimilar regions. 

A mixture of two or more phases of a pure substance is still a pure substance as long as the 

chemical composition of all phases is the same. A mixture of ice and liquid water, for 

example, is a pure substance because both phases have the same chemical composition. A 

mixture of liquid air and gaseous air, however, is not a pure substance since the composition 

of liquid air is different from the composition of gaseous air, and thus the mixture is no 

longer chemically homogeneous. This is due to different components in air condensing at 

different temperatures at a specified pressure. 

Phases of a Pure Substance: 

Even though there are three principal phases: solid, liquid, and gas, a substance may have 

several phases within a principal phase, each with a different molecular structure. Carbon, 

for example, may exist as graphite or diamond in the solid phase. Helium has two liquid 

phases; iron has three solid phases. Ice may exist at seven different phases at high pressures.  

Compressed Liquid and Saturated Liquid: 

Consider a piston–cylinder device containing liquid water at 20°C and 1 atm pressure. Under 

these conditions, water exists in the liquid phase, and it is called a compressed liquid, or a 

subcooled liquid, meaning that it is not about to vaporize. Heat is now transferred to the 

wateruntil its temperature rises to, say, 40°C. As the temperature rises, the liquidwater 

expands slightly, and so its specific volume increases. To accommodate this expansion, the 

piston moves up slightly. The pressure in the cylinder remains constant at 1 atm during this 

process since it depends on theoutside barometric pressure and the weight of the piston, both 

of which areconstant. Water is still a compressed liquid at this state since it has notstarted to 

vaporize. 

As more heat is transferred, the temperature keeps rising until it reaches 100°C. At this point 

water is still a liquid, but any heat addition will cause some of the liquid to vaporize. That is, 

a phase-change process from liquid to vapour is about to take place. A liquid that is about 

tovaporize is called a saturated liquid. 

Saturated Vapour and Superheated Vapour: 

Once boiling starts, the temperature stops rising until the liquid is completely vaporized. Any 

heat loss from this vapour will cause some of the vapour to condense (phase change from 

vapour to liquid). A vapour that is about to condense is called a saturated vapour. A vapour 

that is not about to condense (i.e., not a saturated vapour) is called a superheated vapour. 

Saturation Temperature and Saturation Pressure:  

It probably came as no surprise to you that water started to boil at 100°C.Strictly speaking, 

the statement “water boils at 100°C” is incorrect. The correct statement is “water boils at 

100°C at 1 atm pressure.” The only reasonwater started boiling at 100°C was because we 

held the pressure constant at1 atm (101.325 kPa). If the pressure inside the cylinder were 

raised to 500kPa by adding weights on top of the piston, water would start boiling at151.8°C. 

That is, the temperature at which water starts boiling depends onthe pressure.At a given 



pressure, the temperature at which a pure substance changesphase is called the saturation 

temperature, ����. Likewise, at a given temperature, the pressure at which a pure substance 

changes phase is called thesaturation pressure, ���� . At a pressure of 101.325 kPa, ���� is 

99.97°C. 

It takes a large amount of energy to melt a solid or vaporize a liquid. The amount of energy 

absorbed or released during a phase-change process is called the latent heat. More 

specifically, the amount of energy absorbed during melting is called the latent heat of fusion 

and is equivalent to the amount of energy released during freezing. Similarly, the amount of 

energy absorbed during vaporization is called the latent heat of vaporization and is equivalent 

to the energy released during condensation. The magnitudes of the latent heats depend on the 

temperature or pressure at which the phase change occurs. At 1 atm pressure, the latent heat 

of fusion of water is 333.7 kJ/kg and the latent heat of vaporization is 2256.5 kJ/kg. 

 
The T-v Diagram:  

 
Let us add weights on top of the piston until the pressure inside the cylinder reaches 1 MPa. 

At this pressure, water has a somewhat smaller specificvolume than it does at 1 atm 

(101kPa=0.1MPa) pressure. As heat is transferred to the water atthis new pressure, the 

process follows a path that looks very much like theprocess path at 1 atm pressure, as shown 

in Fig, but there are somenoticeable differences. First, water starts boiling at a much higher 

temperature (179.9°C) at this pressure. Second, the specific volume of the saturated liquid is 



larger and the specific volume of the saturated vapour is smaller than the corresponding 

values at 1 atm pressure. That is, the horizontal line that connects the saturated liquid and 

saturated vapour states is much shorter. As the pressure is increased further, this saturation 

line continues to shrink, as shown in Fig, and it becomes a point when the pressure reaches 

22.06 MPa for the case of water. This point is called the critical point and it is defined as 

the point at which the saturated liquid and saturated vapour states are identical. 

The temperature, pressure, and specific volume of a substance at the critical point are called, 

respectively, the critical temperature ��� critical pressure ��� and critical specific volume ���. 

The critical-point properties of water are ���=22.06 MPa, ���=373.95°C and ���=0.003106 

m3/kg. 

At pressures above the critical pressure, there is not a distinct phase change process. 

Instead, the specific volume of the substance continually increases, and at all times there is 

only one phase present. Eventually, it resembles a vapour, but we can never tell when the 

change has occurred. Above the critical state, there is no line that separates the compressed 

liquid region and the superheated vapour region. However, it is customary to refer to the 

substance as superheated vapour at temperatures above the critical temperature and as 

compressed liquid at temperatures below the critical temperature. 

The P-v Diagram: - 

The general shape of the P-v diagram of a pure substance is very much like the T-v diagram. 

Consider again a piston–cylinder device that contains liquid water at 1 MPa and 150°C. 

Water at this state exists as a compressed liquid. Now the weights on top of the piston are 

removed one by one so that the pressure inside the cylinder decreases gradually. The water is 

allowed to exchange heat with the surroundings so its temperature remains constant. Asthe 

pressure decreases, the volume of the water increases slightly. When the pressure reaches the 

saturation-pressure value at the specified temperature (0.4762 MPa), the water starts to boil. 

During this vaporization process, both the temperature and the pressure remain 

constant, but the specific volume increases. Once the last drop of liquid is vaporized, 

further reduction in pressure results in a further increase in specific volume.  

 
The P-T Diagram: - 



Figure shows the P-T diagram of a pure substance. This diagram is often called the phase 

diagram since all three phases are separated from each other by three lines. The sublimation 

line separates the solid and vapour regions, the vaporization line separates the liquid and 

vapour regions, and the melting (or fusion) line separates the solid and liquid regions. These 

three lines meet at the triple point, where all three phases coexist in equilibrium. 

The vaporization line ends at the critical point because no distinction can be made between 

liquid and vapour phases above the critical point.  

 

Steam Table: 

Generally two types of steam tables are in use. One is temperature table and another one is 

pressure table. Therefore, it is more convenient to use temperature table when temperature is 

given and pressure table when pressure is given.  

Saturated Liquid and Saturated Vapour States: 

The subscript f is used to denote properties of a saturated liquid, and thesubscript g to denote 

the properties of saturated vapour. These symbols arecommonly used in thermodynamics. 

Anothersubscript commonly used is fg, which denotes the difference between the saturated 

vapour and saturated liquid values of the same property. Forexample, 

�	 = ������� ����� �� �������� ������ 

�� = ������� ����� �� �������� ������ 

�	� = ������� ���� �� ��� �	 

∴ �	� = �� −  �	 

The quantity ℎ	�  is called the enthalpy of vaporization (or latent heatof vaporization). It 

represents the amount of energy needed to vaporize aunit mass of saturated liquid at a given 

temperature or pressure. It decreasesas the temperature or pressure increases and becomes 

zero at the criticalpoint 



 

Saturated Liquid–Vapour Mixture 

During a vaporization process, a substance exists as part liquid and part vapour. To analyze 

this mixture properly, we need to know the proportions of the liquid and vapour phases in the 

mixture. This is done by defining a new property called the quality or dryness fractionx as 

the ratio of the mass of vapour to the total mass of the mixture: 
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�ℎ�, ��%��& = �&)*+), + �#�$%� = �	 + �� 

A saturated mixture can be treated as a combination of two subsystems: the saturated liquid 

and the saturated vapor. However, the amount of massfor each phase is usually not known. 

Therefore, it is often more convenientto imagine that the two phases are mixed well, forming 

a homogeneous mixture. Then the properties of this “mixture” will simply be the average 

properties of the saturated liquid–vapor mixture under consideration. Here is how it is done. 

Consider a tank that contains a saturated liquid–vapor mixture. The volume occupied by 

saturated liquid is -	, and the volume occupied by saturated vapor is -�. The total volume V 

is the sum of the two: 
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��, ��#� = �	 + "3�� − �	5 

��, ��#� = �	 + "�	� 

Similarly, 

��#� = �	 + "�	� 

ℎ�#� = ℎ	 + "ℎ	� 

 



Superheated Vapour: 

In the region to the right of the saturated vapour line and at temperatures above the critical 

point temperature, a substance exists as superheated vapour. Since the superheated region is a 

single phase region (vapour phase only), temperature and pressure are no longer dependent 

properties and they can conveniently be used as the two independent properties in the tables. 

Problem: A 0.025 �6 vessel contains 0.3 kg of steam at 2 MPa. Determine the quality and 

enthalpy of steam. 

Given ���� = 212.2℃, �	 = 0.001177 <=
>� , �� = 0.0995 <=

>� , ℎ	 = 908.5 >B
>� , ℎ	� =

1888.7 >B
>� , �	 = 2.447 >B

>�.D , �	� = 3.590 >B
>�.D 

Answer: Specific volume of the steam=� = F
< = G.GHI

G.6
<=
>� = 0.083 <=

>� 

Let " be the quality of the steam. 

� = �	 + "�	� 

��, 0.083 = 0.001177 + "30.0995 − 0.0011775 

��, 0.083 = 0.001177 + "30.0995 − 0.0011775 

��, " = 0.8356 

The specific enthalpy of the wet steam 

ℎ = ℎ	 + "ℎ	� = 908.5 + 0.8356 × 1888.7 = 2486.65
LM
LN 

The Ideal-Gas Equation of State: 

Any equation that relates the pressure, temperature, and specific volume of a substance is 

called an equation of state. 

An ideal gas is defined as a gas whose molecules are spaced far apart so that the behavior of a 

molecule is not influenced by the presence of other molecules—a situation encountered at 

low densities. 

Gas and vapour are often used as synonymous words. Vapour usually implies a gas that is not 

far from a state of condensation. 

PV = mRT 

P=pressure in Pa 

V=volume in m
3 

m= mass in kg 

R=gas constant, different for different gases, T = UV
W  in J/kg.K 

T+ = 8.31447
LM

L���. X 

T=temperature in K 

At low pressures and high temperatures, the density of a gas decreases, and the gas behaves 

as an ideal gas under these conditions. 

IS WATER VAPOR AN IDEAL GAS? 

This question cannot be answered with a simple yes or no. It is clear from this figure that at 

pressures below 10 kPa, water vapour can be treated as an ideal gas, regardless of its 

temperature, with negligible error (less than 0.1 percent). At higher pressures, however, the 

ideal gas assumption yields unacceptable errors, particularly in the vicinity of the critical 



point and the saturated vapour line (over 100 percent). Therefore, in air-conditioning 

applications, the water vapour in the air can be treated as an ideal gas with essentially no 

error since the pressure of the water vapour is very low. In steam power plant applications, 

however, the pressures involved are usually very high; therefore, ideal-gas relations should 

not be used. 

 
Compressibility Factor—A Measure of Deviation from Ideal-Gas Behaviour: 

Gases deviate from ideal-gas behaviour significantly at states near the saturation region and 

the critical point. This deviation from ideal-gas behaviour at a given temperature and pressure 

can accurately be accounted for by the introduction of a correction factor called the 

compressibility factor Z defined as 

�� = YT� 

� = ������� ����� �� �6

LN  

Z=1 for ideal gases. For real gases Z canbe greater than or less than unity. The farther away Z 

is fromunity, the more the gas deviates from ideal-gas behaviour. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A steam turbine receives water at 15 MPa, 600℃ at the rate of 100 kg/s. in the middle section 20  

kg/s is withdrawn at 2 MPa, 350℃ and the rest exit the turbine at 75 kPa, 95% quality as shown in 

figure. Assuming no heat transfer and no change in kinetic energy, find the total turbine work.  

 

From continuity equation we have: 

�� � = �� � + �� � 

	
, �� � = 100 − 20 = 80 ��/�  

From energy equation 

�� �ℎ� = �� �ℎ� + �� �ℎ� + ��
� 

From steam table,  

ℎ� = 3582.3 kJ/kg 

ℎ� = 3137 kJ/kg 

ℎ� = ℎ� + ���� = 2549.1 kJ/kg 

∴ ��
� = 91.565 �� 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Entropy: 

The second law of thermodynamics often leads to expressions that involve inequalities. An 

irreversible (i.e., actual) heat engine, for example, is less efficient than a reversible one operating 

between the same two thermal energy reservoirs. Likewise, an irreversible refrigerator or a heat 

pump has a lower coefficient of performance (COP) than a reversible one operating between the 

same temperature limits.  

Another important inequality that has major consequences in thermodynamics is the Clausius 

inequality. It was first stated by the German physicist R. J. E. Clausius (1822–1888), one of the 

founders of thermodynamics, and is expressed as: 

� ��
� ≤ 0 

That is, the cyclic integral of 
��
	  is always less than or equal to zero. This inequality is valid for 

all cycles, reversible or irreversible. The integral symbol with a circle in the middle is used to 

indicate that the integration is to be performed over the entire cycle. Any heat transfer to or from 

a system can be considered to consist of differential amounts of heat transfer. Then the cyclic 

integral of 
��
	  can be viewed as the sum of all these differential amounts of heat transfer divided 

by the temperature at the boundary. 

� 
��
� �

�� ���
= 0 

The equality in the Clausius inequality holds for totally or just internally reversible cycles and 

the inequality for the irreversible ones. 

To develop a relation for the definition of entropy, we have a quantity whose cyclic integral is 

zero. Let us think for a moment what kind of quantities can have this characteristic. 

We know that the cyclic integral of work is not zero. (It is a good thing that it is not. Otherwise, 

heat engines that work on a cycle such as steam power plants would produce zero net work.) 

Neither is the cyclic integral of heat. 

Now consider the volume occupied by a gas in a piston–cylinder device undergoing a cycle, as 

shown in Fig. When the piston returns to its initial position at the end of a cycle, the volume of 

the gas also returns to its initial value. Thus the net change in volume during a cycle is zero. This 

is also expressed as 

� �� = 0 

That is, the cyclic integral of volume (or any other property) is zero. Conversely, a quantity 

whose cyclic integral is zero depends on the state only and not the process path, and thus it is a 

property. Therefore, the quantity ���
	 ��� ��� must represent a property in the differential form. 

Clausius realized in 1865 that he had discovered a new thermodynamic property, and he chose to 

name this property entropy. It is designated S and is defined as 

�� = 
��
� �

�� ���
 



Entropy is an extensive property of a system. Entropy per unit mass, designated s, is an intensive 

property and has the unit kJ/kg · K.  

The entropy change of a system during a process can be determined by integrating the previous 

equation between the initial and the final states: 

∆� = �� − �� = � 
��
� �

�� ���

�

�
 

Notice that we have actually defined the change in entropy instead of entropy itself, just as we 

defined the change in energy instead of the energy itself when we developed the first-law 

relation. Absolute values of entropy are determined on the basis of the third law of 

thermodynamics.  

The third law of thermodynamics is sometimes stated as follows, regarding the properties of 

systems in equilibrium at absolute zero temperature: The entropy of a perfect crystal at absolute 

zero is exactly equal to zero. 

Engineers are usually concerned with the changes in entropy. Therefore, the entropy of a 

substance can be assigned a zero value at some arbitrarily selected reference state, and the 

entropy values at other states can be determined from above equation by choosing state 1 to be 

the reference state (S=0) and state 2 to be the state at which entropy is to be determined. 

Note that the integral of  
��
	  gives us the value of entropy change only if the integration is carried 

out along an internally reversible path between the two states. The integral of 
��
	  along an 

irreversible path is not a property, and in general, different values will be obtained when the 

integration is carried out along different irreversible paths. Therefore, even for irreversible 

processes, the entropy change should be determined by carrying out this integration along some 

convenient imaginary internally reversible path between the specified states. 

 
Fig.: The entropy change between two specified states is the same whether the process is 

reversible or irreversible 

A Special Case: Internally Reversible Isothermal Heat Transfer Processes: 

Recall that isothermal heat transfer processes are internally reversible. Therefore, the entropy 

change of a system during an internally reversible isothermal heat transfer process can be 

determined by performing the following integration:  



∆� = �� − �� = � 
��
� �

�� ���

�

�
= � 
��

��
�

�� ���

�

�
= 1

��
�  ��!�� ���

�

�
= �

��
 

Notice that the entropy change of a system during an internally reversible isothermal process can 

be positive or negative, depending on the direction of heat transfer. Heat transfer to a system 

increases the entropy of a system, whereas heat transfer from a system decreases it. In fact, 

losing heat is the only way the entropy of a system can be decreased. 

Problem: A piston-cylinder device contains a liquid-vapor mixture of water at 300 K. During a 

constant-pressure process, 750 kJ of heat is transferred to the water. As a result, part of the liquid 

in the cylinder vaporizes. Determine the entropy change of the water during this process. 

Answer: Since the temperature of a pure substance remains constant at the saturation value 

during a phase change process at constant pressure, the system undergoes an internally 

reversible, isothermal process, and thus its entropy change can be determined directly from 

following equation: 

∆� = �
��

= 750
300 = 2.5 '(/* 

Note that the entropy change of the system is positive, as expected, since heat transfer is to the 

system. 

The Increase of Entropy Principle: 

Consider a cycle that is made up of two processes: process 1-2, which is arbitrary (reversible or 

irreversible), and process 2-1, which is internally reversible, as shown in Figure. 

 
Fig.: A cycle composed of a reversible and an irreversible process. 

From the Clausius inequality, 

� ��
� ≤ 0 

+,, � ��
�

�

�
+ � 
��

� �
�� ���

�

�
≤ 0 

+,, � ��
�

�

�
+ �� − �� ≤ 0 

+,, �� − �� ≥ � ��
�

�

�
 

The equality holds for an internally reversible process and the inequality for an irreversible 

process.  



We may conclude from this equation that the entropy change of a closed system during an 

irreversible process is greater than the integral of 
��
	 evaluated for that process. In the limiting 

case of a reversible process, these two quantities become equal.  

The quantity ∆� = �� − �� represents the entropy change of the system. For a reversible process, 

it becomes equal to 0 ��
	

�
� , which represents the entropy transfer with heat. 

The inequality sign in the preceding relations is a constant reminder that the entropy change of a 

closed system during an irreversible process is always greater than the entropy transfer. That is, 

some entropy is generated or created during an irreversible process, and this generation is due 

entirely to the presence of irreversibilities. The entropy generated during a process is called 

entropy generation and is denoted by �1� . Noting that the difference between the entropy 

change of a closed system and the entropy transfer is equal to entropy generation, equation can 

be rewritten as an equality as: 

∆�232��4 = �� − �� = � ��
�

�

�
+ �1� 

Note that the entropy generation �1� is always a positive quantity or zero. Its value depends on 

the process, and thus it is not a property of the system. Also, in the absence of any entropy 

transfer, the entropy change of a system is equal to the entropy generation. 

For an isolated system (or simply an adiabatic closed system), the heat transfer is zero.  

56 '7+8 9ℎ;9, �� − �� ≥ � ��
�

�

�
 

�+, ∆�<2=>?��@ A32��4 ≥ 0 

This equation can be expressed as the entropy of an isolated system during a process always 

increases or, in the limiting case of a reversible process, remains constant. In other words, it 

never decreases. This is known as the increase of entropy principle. Note that in the absence of 

any heat transfer, entropy change is due to irreversibilities only, and their effect is always to 

increase entropy. 

A system and its surroundings constitute an isolated system since both can be enclosed by a 

sufficiently large arbitrary boundary across which there is no heat, work, or mass transfer. 

Therefore, a system and its surroundings can be viewed as the two subsystems of an isolated 

system, and the entropy change of this isolated system during a process is the sum of the entropy 

changes of the system and its surroundings, which is equal to the entropy generation since an 

isolated system involves no entropy transfer. 

That is, 

�1� = ∆��=�?> = ∆�232��4 + ∆�2B��=B@�12 ≥ 0 

where the equality holds for reversible processes and the inequality for irreversible ones. Since 

no actual process is truly reversible, we can conclude that some entropy is generated during a 

process, and therefore the entropy of the universe, which can be considered to be an isolated 

system, is continuously increasing. The more irreversible a process, the larger the entropy 

generated during that process.  



The increase of entropy principle does not imply that the entropy of a system cannot decrease. 

The entropy change of a system can be negative during a process, but entropy generation cannot. 

The increase of entropy principle can be summarized as follows: 

�1� > 0 D,,6�6,EFGH6 I,+J6EE 

         = 0 K6�6,EFGH6 I,+J6EE 

< 0 DMI+EEFGH6 I,+J6EE 

Isentropic Processes: 

We mentioned earlier that the entropy of a fixed mass can be changed by (1) heat transfer and (2) 

irreversibilities. Then it follows that the entropy of a fixed mass does not change during a 

process that is internally reversible and adiabatic. A process during which the entropy remains 

constant is called an isentropic process. 

Many engineering systems or devices such as pumps, turbines, nozzles, and diffusers are 

essentially adiabatic in their operation, and they perform best when the irreversibilities, such as 

the friction associated with the process, are minimized. Therefore, an isentropic process can 

serve as an appropriate model for actual processes. Also, isentropic processes enable us to define 

efficiencies for processes to compare the actual performance of these devices to the performance 

under idealized conditions. 

Third law of thermodynamics: 

The entropy of a pure crystalline substance at absolute zero temperature is zero since there is no 

uncertainty about the state of the molecules at that instant. This statement is known as the third 

law of thermodynamics. 

Being an organized form of energy, work is free of disorder or randomness and thus free of 

entropy. There is no entropy transfer associated with energy transfer as work. Therefore, in the 

absence of any friction, the process of raising a weight by a rotating shaft does not produce any 

entropy. Any process that does not produce a net entropy is reversible, and thus the process just 

described is a reversible process.  

Heat is a form of disorganized energy, so via heat transfer entropy increases.  

The Tds Relations and The Entropy Change of Ideal Gases: 

Recall that the quantity ���
	 ��� ��� corresponds to a differential change in the property entropy. 

The entropy change for a process, then, can be evaluated by integrating 
��
	  along some imaginary 

internally reversible path between the actual end states. For isothermal internally reversible 

processes, this integration is straightforward. But when the temperature varies during the 

process, we have to have a relation between �� and T to perform this integration. Finding such 

relations is what we intend to do in this section. 

The differential form of the conservation of energy equation for a closed stationary system (a 

fixed mass) containing a simple compressible substance can be expressed for an internally 

reversible process as: 

���� ��� − �5�� ���,=B� = �N 

���� ��� = ��� 



�5�� ���,=B� = O�P 

∴ ��� − O�P = �N 

∴ RST = USV + SW             X! 

56 '7+8 9ℎ;9 ℎ = Y + O� 

+,, �ℎ = �Y + O�� + ��O 

∴ RST = SZ − VSU                [! 

These Tds relations are developed with an internally reversible process in mind since the entropy 

change between two states must be evaluated along a reversible path. However, the results 

obtained are valid for both reversible and irreversible processes since entropy is a property and 

the change in a property between two states is independent of the type of process the system 

undergoes. Equations (1) and (2) are relations between the properties of a unit mass of a simple 

compressible system as it undergoes a change of state, and they are applicable whether the 

change occurs in a closed or an open system.  

Explicit relations for differential changes in entropy are obtained by solving for ds: 

Case 1:  

RST = USV + SW 

+,, �E = O��
� + �Y

� = K
� �� + J� �!

� �� 

+,, E� − E� = K H7 ��
��

+ � J� �!
� ��

�

�
 

 5ℎ67 J� FE J+7E9;79!E� − E� = K H7 ��
��

+ J� ln ��
��

 

Case 2:  

RST = SZ − VSU 

+,, �E = �ℎ
� − ��O

� = J^ �!
� �� − K

O �O 

+,, E� − E� = � J^ �!
� ��

�

�
− K H7 O�

O�
 

_5ℎ67 J^ FE J+7E9;79`E� − E� = J^ ln ��
��

− K H7 O�
O�

 

 

For solid/ liquid objects 

RST = USV + SW 

dv=0 

+,, �E = �Y
� = J� �!

� �� 

 

+,, E� − E� = MJ� ln 	a
	b

- 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 



 
Saturation temperature of R-134a at 160 kPa is (-)15.6℃ 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Air-Standard Assumptions: 

1. The working fluid is air, which continuously circulates in a closed loop and always 

behaves as an ideal gas. 

2. All the processes that make up the cycle are internally reversible. 

3. The combustion process is replaced by a heat-addition process from an external 

source. 

4. The exhaust process is replaced by a heat-rejection process that restores the working 

fluid to its initial state. 

Another assumption that is often utilized to simplify the analysis even more is that air has 

constant specific heats whose values are determined at room temperature (25°C). When this 

assumption is utilized, the air-standard assumptions are called the cold-air-standard 

assumptions. A cycle for which the air-standard assumptions are applicable is frequently 

referred to as an air-standard cycle. 

An Overview of Reciprocating Engines:  

The basic components of a reciprocating engine are shown in Fig.  

 
The piston reciprocates in the cylinder between two fixed positions called the top dead centre 

(TDC)-the position of the piston when it forms the smallest volume in the cylinder-and the 

bottom dead centre (BDC)-the position of the piston when it forms the largest volume in the 

cylinder. The distance between the TDC and the BDC is the largest distance that the piston 

can travel in one direction, and it is called the stroke of the engine. The diameter of the piston 

is called the bore. The air or air–fuel mixture is drawn into the cylinder through the intake 

valve, and the combustion products are expelled from the cylinder through the exhaust valve. 

The minimum volume formed in the cylinder when the piston is at TDC is called the 

clearance volume. The volume displaced by the piston as it moves between TDC and BDC is 

called the displacement volume. The ratio of the maximum volume formed in the cylinder to 

the minimum (clearance) volume is called the compression ratio � of the engine: 

� = �������� = �	
���
�  

The compression ratio is a volume ratio and should not be confused with the pressure ratio. 

Another term frequently used in conjunction with reciprocating engines is the mean effective 

pressure (MEP). It is a fictitious pressure that, if it acted on the piston during the entire power 

stroke, would produce the same amount of net work as that produced during the actual cycle. 

That is, 



���=MEP × Piston area × Stroke=MEP × Displacement volume 

��� = ������� − ���� 

 
Otto Cycle: 

The Otto cycle is the ideal cycle for spark-ignition reciprocating engines. It is named after 

Nikolaus A. Otto. In most spark-ignition engines, the piston executes four complete strokes 

(two mechanical cycles) within the cylinder, and the crankshaft completes two revolutions for 

each thermodynamic cycle. These engines are called four-stroke internal combustion engines. 

A schematic of each stroke as well as a P-v diagram for an actual four-stroke spark-ignition 

engine is given in Fig. 

 
Initially, both the intake and the exhaust valves are closed, and the piston is at its lowest 

position (BDC). During the compression stroke, the piston moves upward, compressing the 

air-fuel mixture. Shortly before the piston reaches its highest position (TDC), the spark plug 

fires and the mixture ignite, increasing the pressure and temperature of the system. The high-

pressure gases force the piston down, which in turn forces the crankshaft to rotate, producing 

a useful work output during the expansion or power stroke. At the end of this stroke, the 



piston is at its lowest position (the completion of the first mechanical cycle), and the cylinder 

is filled with combustion products. Now the piston moves upward one more time, purging the 

exhaust gases through the exhaust valve (the exhaust stroke), and down a second time, 

drawing in fresh air–fuel mixture through the intake valve (the intake stroke). Notice that the 

pressure in the cylinder is slightly above the atmospheric value during the exhaust stroke and 

slightly below during the intake stroke. 

The thermodynamic analysis of the actual four-stroke or two-stroke cycles described is not a 

simple task. However, the analysis can be simplified significantly if the air-standard 

assumptions are utilized. It consists of four internally reversible processes: 

1-2 isentropic compression 

2-3 Constant-volume heat addition 

3-4 isentropic expansion 

4-1 Constant-volume heat rejection 

 
The Otto cycle is executed in a closed system, and disregarding thechanges in kinetic and 

potential energies, the energy balance for any of theprocesses is expressed, on a unit-mass 

basis, as 

���� − ����� + ���� −����� = ∆� 

No work is involved during the two heat transfer processes since both takeplace at constant 

volume. Therefore, heat transfer to and from the workingfluid can be expressed as: 

��� = �� − �� = � �!� − !�� ���� = �" − �# = � �!" − !#� 
Then the thermal efficiency of the ideal Otto cycle under the cold air standard assumptions 

becomes 

$�%,���� = ������� = 1 − ������� = 1 − !" − !#!� − !� = 1 − !# (�)�* − 1+
!� (�,�- − 1+ 

Processes 1-2 and 3-4 are isentropic, and�� = ��and �" = �#. Thus, !#!� = ����#�./# = �
���"�./# =

!"!� 

Substituting these equations into the thermal efficiency relation and simplifying give 

$�%,���� = 1 − 1
�./# 

where 



� = �������� = �#�� 

is the compression ratio and k is the specific heat ratio �0./� . 

 
With increase in compression ratio the efficiency increases. 

 

Diesel Cycle: 

The fuel injection process in diesel engines starts when the piston approaches TDC and 

continues during the first part of the power stroke. Therefore, the combustion process in these 

engines takes place over a longer interval. Because of this longer duration, the combustion 

process in the ideal Diesel cycle is approximated as a constant-pressure heat-addition process. 

In fact, this is the only process where the Otto and the Diesel cycles differ. The remaining 

three processes are the same for both ideal cycles. 

 Process 1-2 is isentropic compression, 2-3 is constant pressure heat addition, 3-4 is isentropic 

expansion, and 4-1 is constant-volume heat rejection.  

 
Noting that the Diesel cycle is executed in a piston–cylinder device, which forms a closed 

system, the amount of heat transferred to the working fluid at constant pressure and rejected 

from it at constant volume can be expressed as 

��� −���� = �� − �� 

1�, ��� = ����� − ��� + ��� − ��� = ℎ� − ℎ� = �0�!� − !�� 
���� = �" − �# = � �!" − !#� 

$�%,3��4�5 = ������� = 1 − ������� = 1 − � �!" − !#��0�!� − !�� = 1 − �!" − !#�6�!� − !�� 
We now define a new quantity, the cutoff ratio �7, as the ratio of the cylinder volumes after 

and before the combustion process: 



�7 = ���� 

 

 
The thermal efficiency relation reduces to: 

$�%,3��4�5 = 1 − 1
�./# 8

�7. − 1
9��7 − 1�: 

 

An engine working on Otto cycle has an air standard cycle efficiency of 56% and rejects 

544kJ/kg of air. The pressure and temperature of air at the beginning of compression are 

0.1MPa and 60℃ respectively.  Take < = 0.78 .A
.B.C 

Calculate: (i) the compression ratio of the cycle  (ii) work done/kg of air  (iii) the 

pressure and temperature at the end of compression  (iv) maximum pressure of the cycle.

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



In a diesel engine, the compression ratio is 13:1 and the fuel is cut off at 8% of the stroke. 

Find the air standard efficiency of the engine. Take 6 = 1.4 

 

 
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Failure of Carnot Vapour Power Cycle 

The Carnot cycle is the most efficient cycle operating between two specified temperature 

limits.  Hence, we would certainly adopt it as the ideal cycle. However, the Carnot cycle is 

not a suitable model for power cycles. Throughout the discussions, we assume steam to be 

the working fluid since it is the working fluid predominantly used in vapour power cycles. 

Consider a steady-flow Carnot cycle executed within the saturation dome of a pure substance, 

as shown in Fig.  

(i) The fluid is heated reversibly and isothermally in a boiler (process 1-2) 

(ii) Expanded isentropically in a turbine (process 2-3) 

(iii)Condensed reversibly and isothermally in a condenser (process 3-4)  

(iv) Compressed isentropically by a compressor to the initial state (process 4-1). 

 
Several impracticalities are associated with this cycle: 

1. Isothermal heat transfer to or from a two-phase system is not difficult to achieve in practice 

since maintaining a constant pressure in the device automatically fixes the temperature at the 

saturation value. Therefore, processes 1-2 and 3-4 can be approached closely in actual boilers 

and condensers. For this the maximum temperature has to remain under the critical-point 

value, which is 374°C for water. Limiting the maximum temperature in the cycle also limits 

the thermal efficiency. Any attempt to raise the maximum temperature in the cycle involves 

heat transfer to the working fluid in a single phase, which is not easy to accomplish 

isothermally. 

 2. The isentropic expansion process (process 2-3) can be approximated closely by a well-

designed turbine. However, the quality of the steam decreases during this process, as shown 

on the T-s diagram in Fig. a. Thus the turbine has to handle steam with high moisture content 

(low quality). The impingement of liquid droplets on the turbine blades causes erosion and is 

a major source of wear. Thus steam with qualities less than about 90 percent cannot be 

tolerated in the operation of power plants. This problem could be eliminated by using a 

working fluid with a very steep saturated vapour line. 

3. The isentropic compression process (process 4-1) involves the compression of a liquid–

vapour mixture to a saturated liquid. There are two difficulties associated with this process. 

First, it is not easy to control the condensation process so precisely as to end up with the 

desired quality at state Second, it is not practical to design a compressor that handles two 

phases.  

Some of these problems could be eliminated by executing the Carnot cycle in a different way, 

as shown in Fig. b. This cycle, however, presents other problems such as isentropic 

compression to extremely high pressures and isothermal heat transfer at variable pressures. 



Thus we conclude that the Carnot cycle cannot be approximated in actual devices and is not a 

realistic model for vapour power cycles. 

Rankine Cycle: The Ideal Cycle for Vapor Power Cycles 

Many of the impracticalities associated with the Carnot cycle can be eliminated by 

superheating the steam in the boiler and condensing it completely in the condenser, as shown 

schematically on a T-s diagram. The cycle that results is the Rankine cycle, which is the ideal 

cycle for vapour power plants. The ideal Rankine cycle does not involve any internal 

irreversibilities and consists of the following four processes: 

(i) (1-2) Isentropic compression in a pump 

(ii) (2-3) Constant pressure heat addition in a boiler 

(iii)  (3-4) Isentropic expansion in a turbine 

(iv)  (4-1) Constant pressure heat rejection in a condenser 

 
Energy Analysis: - 

All four components associated with the Rankine cycle (the pump, boiler, turbine, and 

condenser) are steady-flow devices. 
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The thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle is determined from 
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Draw the nature of p-v and T-s plot of a Rankine cycle (with saturated steam at the 

turbine inlet). 

For this answer 1-2-2’-3-4 cycle is correct. 



 

 
 

 



 



 
 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Principle of Refrigeration: 

We all know from experience that heat flows in the direction of decreasing temperature, that 

is, from high-temperature regions to low-temperature ones. This heat-transfer process occurs 

in nature without requiring any devices. The reverse process, however, cannot occur by itself. 

The transfer of heat from a low-temperature region to a high-temperature one requires special 

devices called refrigerators. Refrigerators are cyclic devices, and the working fluids used in 

the refrigeration cycles are called refrigerants. 

The cooling capacity of a refrigeration system-that is, the rate of heat removal from the 

refrigerated space-is often expressed in terms of tons of refrigeration. The capacity of a 

refrigeration system that can freeze 1 ton(1000 kg) of liquid water at 0℃ into ice at 0°C in 24 

h is said to be 1 ton. One ton of refrigeration is equivalent to 211 ��/���. 

 

The Reversed Carnot Cycle: 

The Carnot cycle is a totally reversible cycle that consists of two reversible isothermal and 

two isentropic processes. It has the maximum thermal efficiency for given temperature limits, 

and it serves as a standard against which actual power cycles can be compared. 

Since it is a reversible cycle, all four processes that comprise the Carnot cycle can be 

reversed. Reversing the cycle does also reverse the directions of any heat and work 

interactions. The result is a cycle that operates in the counter-clockwise direction on a T-s 

diagram, which is called the reversed Carnot cycle. A refrigerator or heat pump that operates 

on the reversed Carnot cycle is called a Carnot refrigerator or a Carnot heat pump. 

Consider a reversed Carnot cycle executed within the saturation dome of a refrigerant, as 

shown in Fig. The refrigerant absorbs heat isothermally from a low-temperature source at �� 

in the amount of 	� (process 1-2), is compressed isentropically to state 3 (temperature rises to 

�
), rejects heat isothermally to a high-temperature sink at �
 in the amount of 	
 (process3-

4), and expands isentropically to state 1 (temperature drops to ��). The refrigerant changes 

from a saturated vapour state to a saturated liquid state in the condenser during process 3-4. 

 
Fig.: Schematic of a Carnot refrigerator and T-s diagram of the reversed Carnot cycle 



The reversed Carnot cycle is the most efficient refrigeration cycle operating between two 

specified temperature levels. Therefore, it is natural to look at it first as a prospective ideal 

cycle for refrigerators and heat pumps. If we could, we certainly would adapt it as the ideal 

cycle. As explained below, however, the reversed Carnot cycle is not a suitable model for 

refrigeration cycles. 

The two isothermal heat transfer processes are not difficult to achieve inpractice since 

maintaining a constant pressure automatically fixes the temperature of a two-phase mixture at 

the saturation value. Therefore, processes 1-2 and 3-4 can be approached closely in actual 

evaporators and condensers. However, processes 2-3 and 4-1 cannot be approximated closely 

in practice.This is because process 2-3 involves the compression of a liquid–vapour mixture, 

which requires a compressor that will handle two phases, and process 4-1 involves the 

expansion of high-moisture-content refrigerant in a turbine. It seems as if these problems 

could be eliminated by executing the reversed Carnot cycle outside the saturation region. But 

in this case we have difficulty in maintaining isothermal conditions during the heat-

absorption and heat-rejection processes. Therefore, we conclude that the reversed Carnot 

cycle cannot be approximated in actual devices and is not a realistic model for refrigeration 

cycles. However, the reversed Carnot cycle can serveas a standard against which actual 

refrigeration cycles are compared. 

 

The Ideal Vapour-Compression Refrigeration Cycle: 

Many of the impracticalities associated with the reversed Carnot cycle can be eliminated by 

vaporizing the refrigerant completely before it is compressed and by replacing the turbine 

with a throttling device, such as an expansion valve or capillary tube. The cycle that results is 

called the ideal vapour-compression refrigeration cycle, and it is shown schematically and on 

a T-s diagram in Fig. The vapour-compression refrigeration cycle is the most widely used 

cycle for refrigerators, air-conditioning systems, and heat pumps. It consists of four 

processes: 

1-2: Isentropic compression in a compressor 

2-3: Constant-pressure heat rejection in a condenser 

3-4: Throttling in an expansion device 

4-1: Constant-pressure heat absorption in an evaporator 

 



In a household refrigerator, the tubes in the freezer compartment where heat is absorbed by 

the refrigerant serves as the evaporator. The coils behind the refrigerator, where heat is 

dissipated to the kitchen air, serve as the condenser.  

Another diagram frequently used in the analysis of vapour-compression refrigeration cycles 

is the P-h diagram, as shown in Fig. below. On this diagram, three of the four processes 

appear as straight lines, and the heat transfer in the condenser and the evaporator is 

proportional to the lengths of the corresponding process curves. 

 
Then the COPs of refrigerators and heat pumps operating on the vapour-compression 

refrigeration cycle can be expressed as: 
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A refrigerator uses refrigerant-134a as the working fluid and operates on an ideal 

vapor-compression refrigeration cycle between 0.14 and 0.8 MPa. If the mass flow rate 

of the refrigerant is 0.05 kg/s, determine (a) the rate of heat removal from the 

refrigerated space and the power input to the compressor, (b) the rate of heat rejection 

to the environment, and (c) the COP of the refrigerator. 

Enthalpy of R-134a at compressor inlet=239.19kJ/kg, compressor outlet=275.40kJ/kg 

and condenser outlet=95.48kJ/kg 

  
 



An ideal vapour-compression refrigeration cycle that uses refrigerant R-134a as its 

working fluid maintains a condenser at 1000kPa and the evaporator at 4
o
C. Determine 

this system’s COP and the amount of power required to service a 400kW cooling load. 

Enthalpy of R-134a at compressor inlet=252.77kJ/kg, compressor outlet=275.29kJ/kg 

and condenser outlet=107.32kJ/kg 

 
The mass flow rate of the refrigerant is: 
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TETU TEVUUW TETTUTTT XTVETT TETTT X>WYEZ X>WYEZ TETTU X[TTEZ X[TTEZ TETTTT ZEU[[V ZEU[[V

[ TE\WX[ TETTUTTT UYWET> XUETUZ X>VTE\ X>\UE\ XUETXT XY\ZEU X[UTEU TETWV> \EZY\W ZETXYZ

UT UEXX\U TETTUTTT UTVE>X YXETXT X>YVEV X>\\EW YXETXX XYWWEX X[UZEX TEU[UU \EWY\\ \E\ZZZ

U[ UEWT[W TETTUTTU WWE\\[ VXEZ\T X>>XE[ X>Z[E[ VXEZ\X XYV[EY X[X\E> TEXXY[ \E[[[Z \EW\T>

XT XE>>ZX TETTUTTX [WEWVX \>EZU> X>U\EY XYTXE> \>EZU[ XY[>E[ X[>WEY TEXZV[ \E>VZV \EVVVU

X[ >EUVZ\ TETTUTT> Y>E>YT UTYE\> X>TYE> XYTZEU UTYE\> XYYUEW X[YVE[ TE>VWX \EU\Z[ \E[[VW

>T YEXYVZ TETTUTTY >XE\WZ UX[EW> XXZTEX XYU[EZ UX[EWY XYXZE\ X[[[EV TEY>V\ \ETU[X \EY[XT

>[ [EVXZU TETTUTTV X[EXT[ UYVEV> XXWVET XYXXEW UYVEVY XYUWEZ X[VYEV TE[T[U WE\YVV \E>[UW

YT WE>\[U TETTUTT\ UZE[U[ UVWE[> XXVUEZ XYXZEY UVWE[> XYTVET X[W>E[ TE[WXY WEV\>X \EX[[V

Y[ ZE[Z[> TETTUTUT U[EX[U U\\EY> XXYWEW XY>VEU U\\EYY X>ZYET X[\XEY TEV>\V WE[XYW \EUV>>

[T UXE>[X TETTUTUX UXETXV XTZE>> XX>>EY XYYXEW XTZE>Y X>\XET X[ZUE> TEWT>\ WE>WUT \ETWY\

[[ U[EWV> TETTUTU[ ZE[V>Z X>TEXY XXUZEU XYYZE> X>TEXV X>VZE\ XVTTEU TEWV\T WEXXU\ WEZ\Z\

VT UZEZYW TETTUTUW WEVVWT X[UEUV XXTYEW XY[[EZ X[UEU\ X>[WEW XVT\E\ TE\>U> WETWVZ WEZT\X

V[ X[ETY> TETTUTXT VEUZ>[ XWXETZ XUZTE> XYVXEY XWXEUX X>Y[EY XVUWE[ TE\Z>W VEZ>VT WE\XZV

WT >UEXTX TETTUTX> [ET>ZV XZ>ETY XUW[E\ XYV\EZ XZ>ETW X>>>ET XVXVEU TEZ[[U VEWZ\Z WEW[YT

W[ >\E[ZW TETTUTXV YEUXZU >U>EZZ XUVUE> XYW[E> >UYET> X>XTEV XV>YEV UETU[\ VEVV[[ WEV\UX

\T YWEYUV TETTUTXZ >EYT[> >>YEZW XUYVEV XY\UEV >>[ETX X>T\ET XVY>ET UETW[V VE[>[[ WEVUUU

\[ [WE\V\ TETTUT>X XE\XVU >[[EZV XU>UEZ XY\WE\ >[VETX XXZ[E> XV[UEY UEU>YV VEYT\Z WE[Y>[

ZT WTEU\> TETTUT>V XE>[Z> >WVEZW XUUWET XYZYET >WWETY XX\XE[ XV[ZEV UEUZXZ VEX\[> WEYW\X

Z[ \YEVTZ TETTUTYT UEZ\T\ >Z\ETT XUTXET X[TTEU >Z\ETZ XXVZEV XVVWEV UEX[TY VEUVYW WEYU[U

UTT UTUEYX TETTUTY> UEVWXT YUZETV XT\WET X[TVET YUZEUW XX[VEY XVW[EV UE>TWX VETYWT WE>[YX

UT[ UXTEZT TETTUTYW UEYU\V YYTEU[ XTWUE\ X[UUEZ YYTEX\ XXY>EU XV\>EY UE>V>Y [EZ>UZ WEXZ[X

UUT UY>E>\ TETTUT[X UEXTZY YVUEXW XT[VEY X[UWEW YVUEYX XXXZEW XVZUEU UEYU\\ [E\UZ> WEX>\X

UU[ UVZEU\ TETTUT[V UET>VT Y\XEYX XTYTEZ X[X>E> Y\XE[Z XXUVET XVZ\EV UEYW>W [EWTZX WEU\XZ

UXT UZ\EVW TETTUTVT TE\ZU>> [T>EVT XTX[E> X[X\EZ [T>E\U XXTXEU XWTVET UE[XWZ [EVTU> WEUXZX

UX[ X>XEX> TETTUTV[ TEWWTUX [XYE\> XTTZE[ X[>YE> [X[ETW XU\\EU XWU>EU UE[\UV [EYZ[V WETWWU

U>T XWTEX\ TETTUTWT TEVV\T\ [YVEUT UZZ>EY X[>ZE[ [YVE>\ XUW>EW XWXTEU UEV>YV [E>ZUZ WETXV[

U>[ >U>EXX TETTUTW[ TE[\UWZ [VWEYU UZWWE> X[YYEW [VWEW[ XU[ZEU XWXVEZ UEV\WX [EXZTU VEZWW>

UYT >VUE[> TETTUT\T TE[T\[T [\\EWW UZVTEZ X[YZEV [\ZEUV XUYYE> XW>>E[ UEW>ZX [EUZTU VEZXZY

UY[ YU[EV\ TETTUT\[ TEYYVTT VUTEUZ UZYYEX X[[YEY VUTEVY XUXZEX XW>ZE\ UEWZT\ [ETZUZ VE\\XW

U[T YWVEUV TETTUTZU TE>ZXY\ V>UEVV UZXWEY X[[ZEU V>XEU\ XUU>E\ XWY[EZ UE\YU\ YEZZ[> VE\>WU

U[[ [Y>EYZ TETTUTZV TE>YVY\ V[>EUZ UZUTE> X[V>E[ V[>EWZ XTZ\ET XW[UE\ UE\ZXY YEZTTX VEWZXW

UVT VU\EX> TETTUUTX TE>TV\T VWYEWZ U\Z>ET X[VWE\ VW[EYW XT\XET XW[WE[ UEZYXV YE\TVV VEWYZX

UV[ WTTEZ> TETTUUT\ TEXWXYY VZVEYV U\W[EY X[WUEZ VZWEXY XTV[EV XWVXE\ UEZZX> YEWUY> VEWTVW

UWT WZXEU\ TETTUUUY TEXYXVT WU\EXT U\[WE[ X[W[EW WUZET\ XTY\E\ XWVWEZ XETYUW YEVX>> VEVV[T

UW[ \ZXEVT TETTUUXU TEXUV[Z WYTETX U\>ZEY X[WZEY WYUETX XT>UEW XWWXEW XETZTV YE[>>[ VEVXYX

U\T UTTXE\ TETTUUXW TEUZ>\Y WVUEZX U\XTEZ X[\XE\ WV>ET[ XTUYEX XWWWEX XEU>ZX YEYYY\ VE[\YU

U\[ UUX>E[ TETTUU>Y TEUW>ZT W\>EZU U\TXEU X[\VET W\[EUZ UZZVEX XW\UEY XEU\W[ YE>[WX VE[YYW

UZT UX[[EX TETTUUYU TEU[V>V \TVETT UW\>ET X[\ZET \TWEY> UZWWEZ XW\[E> XEX>[[ YEXWT[ VE[T[Z

UZ[ U>Z\E\ TETTUUYZ TEUYT\Z \X\EU\ UWV>EV X[ZUEW \XZEW\ UZ[ZET XW\\E\ XEX\>U YEU\YW VEYVW\

XTT U[[YEZ TETTUU[W TEUXWXU \[TEYV UWY>EW X[ZYEX \[XEXV UZ>ZE\ XWZXET XE>>T[ YETZZW VEY>TX
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STU� VWSXD=� TDTTVVYX� TDVVUTZ� ZWSDZY�VWS=DU� SU[YDX� ZWXDZW�V[STDT� SW[XDZ� SD=WWY�XDTVUX�YD=[=T

SVT� V[TWDW� TDTTVVW=� TDVTXS[� Z[UD=Z�VWTSD[� SU[ZD=� Z[WDYV�VZ[[DW� SW[WD=� SDXSXU�=D[=VZ�YD=UY=

SVU� SVTUD[� TDTTVVZV� TDT[XYZT� [VZDTS�VYZVD[� SU[[D[� [STDUT�VZWZDZ� SW[[D=� SDXWVS�=DZXZ[�YD=STT

SST� S=V[DY� TDTTVV[T� TDTZYT[X� [XTDW[�VYYTDU� SYTVD=� [X=DUU�VZUWDX� SZTVDT� SDUVWY�=DWYYX�YDSZXT

SSU� SUX[DW� TDTTVV[[� TDTWZXTU� [Y=DWT�VY=ZDY� SYTSD=� [YYDWY�VZ=UDX� SZTSDS� SDUY=[�=DYZXX�YDSXZ=

S=T� SW[WDV� TDTTVST[� TDTWVUTU� [ZYDWY�VYVYDV� SYTSD[� [[TDVX�VZVSDZ� SZTSD[� SDYVTT�=DYTSZ�YDSVSZ

S=U� =TYSDY� TDTTVSV[� TDTYU=TT� VTVTDT� VU[=DS� SYT=DS� VTV=DW�VWZ[DU� SZT=DS� SDYUYT�=DUSVY�YDVWWU

SXT� ==XWDT� TDTTVSS[� TDTU[WTW� VT==DX� VUY[DZ� SYT=DV� VT=WDU�VWYUDU� SZT=DT� SDWTVZ�=DXXTU�YDVXSX

SXU� =YUVDS� TDTTVSXT� TDTUXYUY� VTUYD[� VUXUDW� SYTSDW� VTYVDU�VWXTDZ� SZTSDS� SDWXWY�=D=U[Y�YDVTWS

SUT� =[WYDS� TDTTVSUS� TDTUTTZU� VTZTDW� VUSVDV� SYTVDZ� VTZUDW�VWVUD=� SZTVDT� SDW[==�=DSWZZ�YDTWSV

SUU� X=SSD[� TDTTVSY=� TDTXU[XV� VVTXDW� VX[UDZ� SYTTDU� VVVTDV�VYZ[DT� SW[[DV� SDZ=[T�=DV[W[�YDT=Y[

SYT� XY[SD=� TDTTVSWY� TDTXSVWU� VVSZDZ� VXY[D[� SU[ZDW� VV=XDZ�VYYVDZ� SW[YDY� SDZZXW�=DVVY[�YDTTVW

SYU� UTZUD=� TDTTVSZ[� TDT=ZWXZ� VVU=D=� VXX=DS� SU[YDU� VVU[DZ�VY==DW� SW[=DU� SD[=TX�=DT=UZ�UD[YYS

SWT� UUT=DT� TDTTV=T=� TDT=UYSS� VVWWD[� VXVUDW� SU[=DW� VVZUDV�VYTXDY� SWZ[DW� SD[WYS�SD[UXS�UD[=TU

SWU� U[XYDX� TDTTV=VW� TDT=SWYW� VSTSD[� V=ZWDX� SU[TD=� VSVTDW�VUWXDU� SWZUDS� =DTSSV�SDZWS=�UDZ[XX

SZT� YXVYDY� TDTTV===� TDT=TVU=� VSSZDS� V=UZDS� SUZYDX� VS=YDW�VUX=DS� SWW[D[� =DTYZV�SDWZ[Z�UDZUW[

SZU� Y[VXDY� TDTTV=X[� TDTSWWUY� VSU=DW� V=SZDV� SUZVDZ� VSY=DV�VUVTDW� SWW=DW� =DVVXX�SDWTYY�UDZSVT

S[T� WXXVDZ� TDTTV=YY� TDTSUUUX� VSW[DW� VS[YD[� SUWYDU� VSZ[DZ�VXWYD[� SWYYDW� =DVYTZ�SDYSSU�UDWZ=X

S[U� W[[[DT� TDTTV=ZX� TDTS=USZ� V=TYDT� VSYXDU� SUWTDU� V=VWDV�VXXVDY� SWUZDW� =DSTWY�SDU=WX�UDWXUT

=TT� ZUZWD[� TDTTVXTX� TDTSVYU[� V==SDW� VS=TD[� SUY=DY� V=XXDZ�VXTXDZ� SWX[DY� =DSUXZ�SDXUVV�UDWTU[

=TU� [ST[DX� TDTTVXSU� TDTV[[=S� V=YTDT� VV[UD[� SUUUDZ� V=W=DV�V=YYD=� SW=[DX� =D=TSX�SD=Y==�UDYYUW

=VT� [ZYUDT� TDTTVXXW� TDTVZ===� V=ZWDW� VVU[D=� SUXWDV� VXTSDT�V=SUD[� SWSWD[� =D=UTY�SDSW=W�UDYSX=

=VU� VTEUUY� TDTTVXWS� TDTVYZX[� VXVYDV� VVSVDV� SU=WDS� VX=VDY�VSZ=DX� SWVUDT� =D=[[X�SDVZSV�UDUZVY

=ST� VVESZX� TDTTVX[[� TDTVUXWT� VXXUDV� VTZTD[� SUSYDT� VXYSDT�VS=ZDU� SWTTDY� =DXX[V�SDTZZV�UDU=WS

=SU� VSETUV� TDTTVUSZ� TDTVXVZ=� VXWUDT� VT=ZDU� SUV=DX� VX[=DX�VV[VDT� SYZXD=� =DX[[Z�VD[[VV�UDX[TZ

==T� VSEZUZ� TDTTVUYT� TDTVS[W[� VUTUDW� [[=DU� SX[[DS� VUSUDZ�VVXTD=� SYYYDT� =DUUVY�VDZ[TY�UDXXSS

==U� V=EWTW� TDTTVU[W� TDTVVZXZ� VU=WDU� [XUDU� SXZ=DT� VUU[DX�VTZYDT� SYXUDX� =DYTUT�VDWZUW�UD=[TW

=XT� VXEYTV� TDTTVY=Z� TDTVTWZ=� VUWTDW� Z[=DZ� SXYXDU� VU[XDY�VTSWDX� SYSSDT� =DYYTS�VDYWUY�UD==UZ

=XU� VUEUXV� TDTTVYZU� TDTT[WWS� VYTUDU� Z=WDW� SXX=DS� VY=VDW� [Y=DX� SU[UDV� =DWVW[�VDUUZU�UDSWYU

=UT� VYEUS[� TDTTVWXV� TDTTZZTY� VYXSDX� WWUD[� SXVZD=� VYWVDS� Z[SDW� SUY=D[� =DWWZZ�VDX=SY�UDSVVX

=UU� VWEUWT� TDTTVZTZ� TDTTWZWS� VYZSDS� WTYDX� S=ZZDY� VWVXDT� ZVSD[� SUSYD[� =DZXXS�VDS[XS�UDV=ZX

=YT� VZEYYY� TDTTVZ[U� TDTTY[UT� VWSYDS� YSUDW� S=UVD[� VWYVDU� WSTDV� SXZVDY� =D[VYU�VDV=W=�UDTU=W

=YU� V[EZSS� TDTTSTVU� TDTTYTT[� VWWWDS� USYDX� S=T=DY� VZVWDS� YTUDU� SXSSDW� XDTTTX�TD[XZ[�XD[X[=

=WT� SVETXX� TDTTSSVW� TDTTX[U=� VZXXDU� =ZUDY� SS=TDV� VZ[VDS� XX=DV� S==XD=� XDVVV[�TDYZ[T�XDZTT[

=W=D[U�SSETYX� TDTT=VTY� TDTT=VTY� STVUDW� T� STVUDW� STZXD=� T� STZXD=� XDXTWT�T� XDXTWT
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